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1 – INTRODUCTION

This Economic Development Strategic Plan Report is a blueprint that will
shape future economic growth in the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville
(UCLG). The funding partners for preparation of this Plan include: the United
Counties of Leeds and Grenville, 1000 Islands Community Development
Corporation, Grenville Community Development Corporation, Industry
Canada, and the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade.
Our firm, Economic Growth Solutions, has reviewed and analyzed economic
data for the County, interviewed key community and business stakeholders
throughout the region, and facilitated discussions with representatives of
different sectors in the regional economy. This research and analysis has
been blended with industry and public consultation, discussions with the
Steering Committee, and our experience to better understand the key factors
and strategies required to make the region prosperous.
The United Counties of Leeds and Grenville have considerable growth
potential because of several distinct competitive advantages. However, in
order to achieve this economic growth, it is our impression that the County
needs to focus its attention towards employment, luring new
industry/businesses into the region, and consolidating the work and roles of
the various community economic development partners. In the global
economy, increased competition means there is no “standing still” for either
the private sector or government. To some degree, the region has been
coasting on momentum from its past efforts and successes. It now needs a
more aggressive strategy to attract and retain investment, to position the
high-tech and agriculture sectors as the core of the Ottawa East region, and
to enhance and effectively package the existing tourism product base. This
will create both wealth and jobs within the County.

STUDY PROCESS
The preparation of this economic development strategy has been a
consultative process undertaken by the consultants and combined with
statistical research and economic analysis. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1,
which indicates the key steps in the study process.
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Figure 1.1:

United Counties of Leeds and Grenville Economic Development Strategic Plan
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Ensuring Successful Implementation
It has been our experience that the successful implementation of an
economic strategy depends upon a number of key factors, including the
following:
♦ Leadership is necessary to take the issues forward, develop community
support, marshal financial and human resources, and keep the program
focused. Successful strategies have both private and public sector
champions. The UCLG needs to take the lead in a proactive manner to
consolidate and initiate actions that will enhance the region’s economy
and quality of life. Municipal and government officials will need to unite in
supporting its direction, and championing the program through approvals,
budget and implementation.
♦ Community support and sound planning is necessary to sustain the
political will to provide long-term support for the project. There is
frequently a resistance to change as existing residents may prefer the
status quo or feel that there is animosity between certain sub-regions. In
the competitive marketplace, investors have choices, and will be attracted
to regions and municipalities that already have both good planning and
strong community support in place.
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♦ Resources are necessary to achieve results. Municipalities and
regions frequently attempt to implement economic development
strategies without adequate resources – both human and financial.
Economic and tourism development expenditures should be viewed as
investments with clear expectations for the results to be achieved. In the
past, specific areas of the County were able to achieve growth through
part-time efforts. The competition for investment has increased
dramatically. The UCLG and community partners, therefore, need to
carefully consider the level of investment for future economic
development.
♦ Infrastructure is a key to competitive advantage. The County has a
number of location and environmental advantages, but in order for the
region to achieve this growth, it has to provide the infrastructure required
by investors. This may include the UCLG leading in the development and
maintenance of infrastructure that is not traditionally a local responsibility.
In particular, support for increased access to telecommunications,
enhanced human resources training, availability of serviced/industrial
lands, and improved public services are key future considerations.
♦ Vision is necessary. While the consulting team can assist in
developing a strategy for growth, the long-term direction for the County’s
economic growth has been based on thorough research, focus groups
discussions and workshop activities. We have heard comments such as
“wanting to keep the small town flavour”, but also a desire to “upgrade the
area with better services and choices”. There are key ingredients of the
community’s character that need to be enshrined in the County’s vision
for economic development.
In the remainder of this Final Report document we provide the results of our
consultations, research and analysis, along with the strategies and actions
we are recommending to enhance economic growth in the United Counties of
Leeds and Grenville. This is presented in the following chapters.
♦ Chapter 2 – Economic Base Situation Analysis. This chapter presents
the County's population and demographic characteristics and assesses
the economic base.
♦ Chapter 3 – Sectoral S.W.O.T. Analyses. An overall economic
development S.W.O.T. analysis has been done for the County, along with
sector specific S.W.O.T. analyses for the agriculture, high tech,
manufacturing/industrial, public/community, retail/commercial, and
tourism components of the economy.
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♦ Chapter 4 – Vision, Objectives and Strategies. We have developed an
overall vision and mission statement for economic development and core
objectives which are presented in this chapter, along with the key
recommended strategic directions and specific economic development
strategies.
♦ Chapter 5 – Implementation. This final chapter prioritizes the key
strategies, presents alternative organizational approaches for the County
to enhance its economic development focus, and includes an overall
Action Plan and preliminary proposed budget for key activities.
Attached to this document is an Appendix containing summaries of the
comments made at the various sectoral focus group sessions held in the County,
which formed a key part of the consultation process and provided significant
input for the SWOT analyses.
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2 – ECONOMIC BASE SITUATION ANALYSIS

Based on information provided by the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville
and the separated municipalities of Brockville, Prescott and Gananoque,
along with additional research conducted by our team, this chapter provides a
demographic and economic profile of the County.

LOCATION AND ACCESS
The United Counties of Leeds and Grenville encompass 3,350.57 square
kilometres. There are three separated municipalities within the County: The
City of Brockville, Town of Prescott and Town of Gananoque. Along with
these municipalities there are various townships and villages within the
County: Westport, Rideau Lakes, Leeds and the 1000 Islands,
Elizabethtown-Kitley, Athens, Front of Yonge, Merrickville-Wolford, North
Grenville, Augusta and Edwardsburgh-Cardinal.
The Leeds-Grenville boundaries are illustrated in Figure 2.1. The County
extends westward to Gananoque and Westport, east to Cardinal, north to
Kemptville and the southern boundary is the shoreline of the St. Lawrence
River.
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Figure 2.1:

Situation Analysis

United Counties of Leeds and Grenville Location Map –
Present Day County
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Figure 2.1:

Situation Analysis

United Counties of Leeds and Grenville Location Map –
Historical Map
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The County is conveniently located within easy driving distance from major
markets, such as the Greater Toronto Area, with an estimated population of
5.3 million residents and the Nation’s capital, Ottawa. The County can be
accessed via highways 401and 416 (major), and minor highways 15, 29, 42,
and 43. Figure 2.2 shows the driving distances from selected US, Ontario
and Quebec cities to the County. The point of comparison was taken from
Athens, Ontario, which is somewhat centrally located within the County.
Figure 2.2:

Distance from Major Cities to Central Area of United Counties of
Leeds and Grenville
To Central Leeds-Grenville (Athens)
From

Est. Distance
(km)

Est. Distance
(miles)

Est. Driving
Time

Kingston, Ontario

85

53

1 hr

Trenton, Ontario

177

110

2 hrs

Toronto, Ontario

341

211

3 hrs 30 min

Ottawa (downtown), Ontario

133

82

1 hr 20 min

Montreal, Quebec

225

139

2 hrs 10 min

New York, New York

371

230

7 hrs

Detroit, Michigan

433

268

8 hrs

The United Counties of Leeds and Grenville overall "vital statistics" of
relevance to economic development are listed on the Fact Sheet of Figure
2.3.
Figure 2.3:

UCLG Fact Sheet Summary

Population

96,606 (2001 Census), 96,283 (1996 Census)

Labour force

30,600 (1996 Census data)

Unemployment rate

Economic Regions & Separated Municipalities:
HRDC Region 510 (less Ottawa)/Ontario East – 7.8% as
of March 2002

Personal income

Economic Regions & Separated Municipalities: (1996
Census data)
UCLG of Leeds and Grenville – $23,354
Brockville – $23,974
Gananoque – $22,884
Prescott – $20,400
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Location

“Ontario East, South-end of Silicon Valley North”
Latitude: 44o 50’ 00” N
Longitude: 75o 41’ 00” W
Elevation: 93 metres (305 feet) above sea level

Access

Provincial Highway # 401, 416, and 2; County highways
# 15, #29, #42 and #43
Brockville 1000 Islands Regional Airport
Kingston Regional Airport
Ottawa International Airport (closest International airport)
CN Railway, St. Lawrence River
Prescott-Ogdensburg International Bridge

Topography

Located on the Canadian Shield, St. Lawrence River, and
Rideau Canals. Surrounded by rivers, forest, and
pockets of agricultural soils.

Major rivers and
lakes

St. Lawrence River, Rideau Canal, Charleston Lake, and
numerous other small lakes and streams.

Temperature

Average daytime: 24 degrees Celsius in the Summer
Average daytime: -3 degrees Celsius in the Winter

Average rainfall,
average snowfall

Mean average rainfalls is 900.5 mm (35.5 inches)

Freight
transportation
services

Yes

Schools

Primary and secondary schools. Grenville Christian
College, Two college campuses: St. Lawrence College
and Kemptville College (part of the University of Guelph)

Community libraries

Yes

Health and social
services

Yes

Local public
transportation

Yes (in Brockville)

Professional and
personal services

Yes

Commercial/retail
services

Yes

Residential property
taxes

Competitive

Commercial/

Competitive

Winter average annual snowfall is 812.8 mm (32 inches)

Industrial property
taxes
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Water Supply

Groundwater (# wells, % of total): 10,100
Consumption: (m3/person/day): 2

Sewer system

Operates at approximately 80-100% capacity within the
UCLG

Electricity

Various distributors within the UCLG

Natural gas

From various distributors to residential, commercial and
industrial customers

Municipal Contacts

Sandy Hay, UCLG Planner, United Counties of Leeds &
Grenville: 32 Wall Street, Brockville, Ontario, K6V 4R9.
Telephone: 1-613-342-3840, ext 336. Fax: 1-613-3422101 E-mail: uclg@recorder.ca

Source: United Counties of Leeds & Grenville: 1996 Census; 2001 Census

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE
We have reviewed several aspects of the demographics of the United
Counties of Leeds and Grenville, including population characteristics,
educational levels, labour force characteristics, wage rates and personal
income levels.

Population
Based on the latest Census data (2001), the County is home to
approximately 96,606. – see Figure 2.4. Although some areas have seen a
recent surge in population (e.g., North Grenville +7.4% and MerrickvilleWolford +6.9%, between 1996 and 2001), other areas have been
experiencing declines or marginal increases in their area’s population.
Figure 2.4: Population Statistics, 1991-1996
1991

1996

2001

91-96,
% Chg

96-01, %
Chg

United Counties
of Leeds & Grenville

58,932

64,833

65,836

10.0%

1.5%

Separated
Municipalities:
Brockville, Gananoque,
& Prescott

31,303

31,450

30,770

0.4%

-2.2%

Total Population

90,235

96,284

96,606

6.7%

0.3%

10,084,885

10,753,573

11,410,046

6.6%

6.1%

Municipality/District

Ontario

Source: Statistics Canada, 2001 Census data
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Village/Township/City

1996

2001

Athens

3,040

3,053

0.4%

Augusta

7,626

7,635

0.1%

21,752

21,375

-1.7%

6,715

6,674

-0.6%

10,222

10,039

-1.8%

Front of Yonge

2,530

2,639

4.3%

Gananoque

5,217

5,167

-1.0%

Leeds & 1000 Islands

9,177

9,069

-1.2%

Merrickville-Wolford

2,630

2,812

6.9%

12,648

13,581

7.4%

Prescott

4,480

4,228

-5.6%

Rideau Lakes

9,564

9,687

1.3%

683

647

-5.3%

Brockville
Edwardsburgh/Cardinal
Elizabethtown-Kitley

North Grenville

Westport

96-01 % Chg

As of July 2000, the Ministry of Finance has indicated the following population
projection from 1999-2028 for the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville:
Figure 2.5: Leeds-Grenville Population Projections, 2000-2028
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Projection
99,960
100,610
101,340
102,000
102,600
103,140
103,630
104,140
104,660
105,190
105,740
106,300
106,880
107,470
108,670

Year
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

Projection
108,670
109,280
109,900
110,520
111,130
111,740
112,340
112,930
113,510
114,070
114,610
115,130
115,640
116,120

Based on the 1996 Census and the Ministry of Finance’s projections, the
County is estimated to grow an average of 0.6% per year. However, the
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County population projection for 2001 is approximately 4,000 less than the
2001 Census data information. This growth could be influenced positively by
effective implementation of this Economic Development Strategy.

Age Profile
As illustrated in Figure 2.6, the age profile of residents living in the region is
fairly similar to that for the Province, although County residents are slightly
older on average than Ontario residents with a notably larger proportion in the
65+ age bracket.
Almost 65% of the population in the County falls within the 15-64 age group.
The 0-14 age group accounts for a further 20% of the population, while the
65+ age group accounts for 15.6%.
In the 55-64 age group, the County has a higher proportion of people
approaching retirement. The 15 to 64-age cohort is also lower than the
provincial average. This means that existing and new companies will likely
need to develop aggressive strategies for attracting a skilled workforce.
We believe that the 65+ segment will continue to grow, particularly because
of the ageing of the “baby boomers”. As of 1996, seniors accounted for
almost 16% of the total population, which was 20.5% higher than the
Provincial average. This will increase not only medical service requirements,
but also lead to more demand for cultural and recreational opportunities.
Figure 2.6: Population by Age, 1996
Age Group

% of Total

Separated
Municipalities

% of Total

0-14

13,555

20.9

5,585

17.8

15-64

42,343

65.3

19,770

62.9

65+

8,935

13.8

6,095

19.3

Total

64,833

100.0%

31,450

100.0%

Average Age
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Age Group

Total United Counties &
% of Total
Separated Municipalities

Ontario

% of Total

0-14

19,140

19.9

2,214,225

20.6

15-64

62,113

64.5

7,205,250

67.0

65+

15,030

15.6

1,334,105

12.4

Total

96,283

100.0%

10,753,575

100.0%

Average Age

40.8

34.7

Source: Statistics Canada, 1996 Census data

Figure 2.7 shows the UCLG’s population projections by age grouping.
♦ More than half (56%) of the 25-54 age group is composed of a
population that is between 40-54 years old.
♦ Baby boomers are classified within the 35-55 age group. Data shows that
this will continue to be a very prominent age group for the County. The
baby boomers are aging and quickly approaching retirement.
♦ The ramifications of this will occur in the next 10 years as the population
continues to age and the 15-24 age group experiences stagnant growth in
the region.
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Figure 2.7:

United Counties of Leeds-Grenville, Population Projections by
Age Grouping, 2000-2010

17,730
16,560

65+

13,950
12,460
10,570

55-64

44,120
43,430
42,650

25-54
20-24

7,230
6,820
6,110

15-19

6,830
6,900
6,440
15,880
16,950
18,330

0-14

2000

2005

2010

Source: Ministry of Finance, Ontario Population Projections, July 2000

Education Levels
As shown in Figure 2.8, the educational levels of County residents are
somewhat lower than for Ontario as a whole. There are a higher proportion
of County residents who have non-university certificates/diplomas (29.3%)
and high school certificates (16.6%) than in Ontario overall (24.3% and
14.6%, respectively) and the proportion of County residents with university
education (9.9%) are lower than for the province (16.8%). Therefore, the
County has a post-secondary education attainment level of approximately
39.2%.
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Figure 2.8: Educational Attainment, 1996 (15+ years)
United Counties of
Leeds-Grenville &
Separated
Municipalities

% of
Total

Ontario

17,245

34.3%

2,786,945

33.1%

With a high school
certificate

8,290

16.6%

1,229,275

14.6%

With some postsecondary
education (not completed)

4,935

9.9%

943,795

11.2%

14,640

29.3%

2,048,950

24.3%

4,935

9.9%

1,420,240

16.8%

50,045

100.0%

8,429,215

100.0%

Education
Without a high school
certificate

With trades or nonuniversity certificate or
diploma
With university
Total

% of
Total

Source: Statistics Canada, 1996 Census data.

Labour Force Characteristics
Labour market statistics (1996 data) indicate that 68.7% of County residents
who are in the labour force (28,645 approx.) are employed in the service
industries, followed by 27.7% in manufacturing/construction and 3.7% in
agriculture and other resource-based industries.
Figure 2.9 provides a summary of labour force characteristics in the UCLG
and Ontario.
Figure 2.9: Labour Force Characteristics, 1996
United Counties &
Separated Municipalities

Labour Segment

Ontario (%)

Agriculture & Other Resourcebased Industries

1,080

3.7%

3.2%

Manufacturing & Construction
Industries

8,490

27.7%

22.5%

Service Industries

20,990

68.6%

74.4%

Total All Industries

30,600

100%

100.0%

Source: Statistics Canada, 1996 Census data
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Based on the Labour Force Survey conducted by Statistics Canada, the
unemployment rate of Economic Region 510 (Leeds Grenville, Stormont,
Prescott/Russell, Lanark and excluding Ottawa) was estimated at 7.9% in
1999, significantly higher than that of the Province at 6.6%. In 2000, the
unemployment rate of Economic Region 510 dropped to 6.7%, while the
provincial average decreased to 5.6%, as shown in Figure 2.10. Figures in
2001 revealed a further decrease in unemployment to 6.3% and an increase
in provincial averages of 6.2%. Currently, year-to-date (Jan) unemployment
rates are 7.3% for Region 510 and 6.8% for Ontario.
Figure 2.10: Labour Force Survey, 1999-YTD 2002 Economic Region 510

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

7.9
6.7

6.6

1999

5.6

2000
Region 510

7.3

6.3

6.8

6.2

2001

2002 (Jan)

Ontario

(Note: Does not include Ottawa)
Preliminary March 2002 statistics: Region 510, 7.8%, Ontario, 7.9%
Source: HRDC, 2002

Wage Rates
Statistics Canada collects information on hourly rates for different sectors of
the economy. Data are collected from employment insurance claims and job
vacancy advertisements. Figure 2.11 shows hourly rates for selected
positions in the Ontario East District.
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Figure 2.11: Hourly Rates by Selected Occupations, Ontario East, 1999

Administrative Clerks

Avg.
$
$13.57

Min.
$
$11.93

Max.
$
$14.33

Business Services Manager

$24.88

$14.47

$32.69

Occupation

Cashiers

$8.13

$7.19

$9.03

Chemical Plant Machine Operators

$19.38

$15.47

$22.40

Computer Analysts

$21.46

$15.58

$26.07

Electrical Trades

$21.56

$15.68

$23.08

Engineers

$21.89

$19.09

$25.56

Facility Operation Managers

$19.86

$16.12

$20.58

Financial Managers

$23.49

$18.95

$25.24

Food & Beverage Servers

$10.26

$8.86

$11.64

Hotel Front Desk Clerks

$8.14

$7.31

$8.79

Industrial Mechanics

$17.91

$16.26

$18.63

Journalists

$14.12

$10.48

$15.60

Labourers

$14.11

$10.70

$15.80

Machinists

$17.73

$13.98

$19.02

Mechanical Assemblers

$12.80

$10.85

$14.79

Registered Nurses

$15.33

$14.80

$16.29

Retail Trade Supervisors

$12.35

$10.20

$14.70

Source: HRDC- Ontario East, 1999

Personal Income Levels
According to the 1996 Census data, the average family income for the
County was $52,031. This figure is $7,799 less personal income than the
Provincial average family income of $59,830.
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Figure 2.12: Average Family Income by Township/Village, 1996

Athens

2001 Census:
Updated Township/Village
Jurisdiction Names
Athens

Augusta

Augusta

$55,467

Bastard & South Burgess

Rideau Lakes

$49,380

Brockville

City of Brockville

$49,064

Cardinal

Cardinal/Edwardsburgh

$45,489

Edwardsburgh

Cardinal/Edwardsburgh

$52,904

Elizabethtown

Elizabethtown-Kitley

$59,110

Leeds & 1000 Islands

$54,580

Leeds & 1000 Islands

$49,198

Front of PYonge

Front of Yonge

$49,078

l
Kemptville
e
Kitley a
s
Merrickville

North Grenville

$48,506

Elizabethtown-Kitley

$52,729

Merrickville-Wolford

$51,759

Newboro

Rideau Lakes

$39,165

North Crosby

Rideau Lakes

$49,144

Oxford-on-Rideau

North Grenville

$58,084

PrescottP
l
Rear of eYonge & Escott
a
South Crosby
s
South Elmsley
e

Town of Prescott

$41,803

Athens

$57,968

Rideau Lakes

$47,566

Rideau Lakes

$59,857

North Grenville

$58,645

Previous Township/
Village Names

* Front of Escott
Front of *Leeds & Lansdowne

*

South Gower

Average Income
$51,453

n
Westport
Westport
$44,544
o
t
Wolford
Merrickville-Wolford
$49,305
e
Please note that the older jurisdiction names have been cross-referenced with
compatible census jurisdiction areas. (e.g. The Township of Oxford-on-Rideau is
listed as North Grenville Township in the 2001 Census)
Source: 2001 Census

A comparison of average family incomes for Leeds-Grenville, nearby counties
and the Province is shown in Figure 2.13. Tis shows it has a lower average
income level than Ottawa-Carleton, Frontenac County and Lanark County.
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Figure 2.13: Average Family Income by County, 1996

Ontario

59,830

Stormont/Dundas Glengarry

49,792

Ottawa-Carleton Region

67,871

Lanark County

56,450

Frontenac County

54,120

Leeds Grenville
0

52,031
10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 80,000

Source: Ministry of Finance & Statistics Canada, 1996

THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURE
Farming has undergone a significant change within the last 15 years. The
roles of traditional farming have changed and farms within the County are
moving away from the mainstream products. As shown in Figure 2.14, the
County has seen a decline in the number of farms in almost all major product
types between 1991 and 1996.
♦ Several categories declined during this period:
•

Hog farms declined by 48.1%

•

Poultry/egg farms declined by 42.1%

•

Grain and oilseed farms declined by 35.4%

•

Dairy farms declined by 32.6%

•

Fruit/Vegetable farms declined by 22.2%

•

Beef cattle farms declined by 6.9%.

♦ On the other hand, there was significant growth in two categories:

Situation Analysis

•

Other field crop farms increased by 1377.8%

•

Miscellaneous specialty and mixed farms increased by 88.0%.
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Figure 2.14: Number of Farms by Major Product Type, 1996

199

Specialty

119
15
9

Fruit/Veg
Other Field

19

Grain/Oilseed
Poultry/Egg
Hog

101

2
52

2
10
2
21
364

Cattle
130

Dairy

468

190

1991

1996

Source: Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2001

Figure 2.15 shows the farm cash receipts for the main commodities. The
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing. The following information was
found during the 1999 Ottawa Area Study by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs.
♦ It is estimated that a total of $87.9 million in farm cash receipts were
generated in the area.
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•

Dairy, $36.8 million

•

Cattle, $10.1 million

•

Floral/Nursery, $3.6 million

•

Corn, $5.4 million

•

Eggs, $11.2 million

•

Soybeans, $3.4 million

•

Other, $17.1 million
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Figure 2.15: Farm Cash Receipts by Commodity, 1999

Source: Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2001

♦ Between 1986 and 1999, gross farm receipts have increased by 38.2%.
However, the number of farms in the region continues to decline.
Figure 2.16: Agriculture Data for the United Counties of Leeds/Grenville

1,546

Gross Farm
Receipts
$63,600,000

Farmland
(Acres)
363,538

1991

1,492

$81,100,000

434,460

1996

1,065

$84,400,000

256,485

Chg

-481

+$20,800,000

-107,053

Year

# Farms

1986

%Chg

-31.1%

+32.7%

Source: United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, 2002
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The importance and history of agriculture in the area has been the basis and
mainstay for many communities in the County. Economic Impacts of
Agriculture were clearly detailed in an agriculture business survey in June
2000 by the University of Guelph (based on Statistics Canada, 1996). These
details involving UCLG were found in comparison to other Counties, such as
Frontenac and Lennox/Addington:
♦ Leeds area farms exceeded the regional average in operating expenses
at $63,247.
♦ Leeds area farms had the largest share of farm capital at $35.6 million.
♦ Leeds area farms generate $78,400 (farm gate sales) per farm on
average. This was the highest farm gate sales figure in the study region.
The Township of Elizabethtown had the highest sales per acre of
farmland in 1995 at $859 per acre.
♦ Grenville area farms had the highest farm gate sales on a per acre basis,
at $315. Although the number of dairy farms has declined in this region.
♦ The Grenville area is a very labour intensive region because of the
number of speciality/niche farms in the area.
♦ Within the entire study area, the average age of farm operators was 51 in
1996.

THE LEEDS-GRENVILLE COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL BASE
The County has a relatively diversified industrial and commercial base,
including manufacturing, high-tech, agriculture, institutional and retail
industries.
Figure 2.17 provides a summary of the top business activities operating in the
UCLG of Leeds and Grenville as of 2001. Retail, construction, health
profession and restaurants/bars are the most prevalent types of businesses.
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Figure 2.17:

UCLG, Business Activity, 2001: Survey of No. of Businesses
Operating in the Region

Description of Activity

% of Total
Activity

Retail – Miscellaneous

173

8.7

Construction – Interior

153

6.7

Health Professions

116

4.0

Restaurant/Bars

103

4.6

99

4.8

Document/Employment Services
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# Businesses –
Primary

Gas Stations/Cars

94

4.7

Agriculture – Livestock

92

3.4

Hotels/Motels/Camps

76

3.0

Auto Services/Parking

73

4.1

Wholesale – Equipment

64

3.2

Furniture/Appliances

58

3.1

Education Services & Institutions

58

2.0

Social Services

58

2.0

Grocery/Food Stores

55

3.0

Laundries/Dry Cleaners

49

2.0

Repair Shops

49

3.1

Construction – Residential

47

2.5

Hardware/Garden Stores

46

3.1

Clothing Stores

44

2.1

Real Estate

42

1.8

Wholesale – Goods

38

2.1

Entertainment/Sports Services

38

1.8

Trucking & Storage

36

1.9

Agriculture – Services

33

1.5

Businesses/Labour Assoc

30

1.0

Holding/Mgmt Companies

29

1.1

Services – Misc

29

1.1

Legal Services

28

1.0

Department/Variety Stores

24

1.0

Municipal Government

23

0.8

Transportation Services

22

1.0

Insurance Agents

20

0.7

Agriculture – Crops

18

1.2
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Description of Activity

# Businesses –
Primary

% of Total
Activity

Printing & Publishing

18

0.7

Banks/Trust Companies

17

0.6

Manufacturing – Machinery

16

0.6

Provincial Government

9

0.3

Federal Government

4

0.1

Please note: Manufacturing and high-tech industries are not part of the descriptors.
Source: Statistics Canada and Groundwater Management Study, 2001

♦ According to the Census data breakdown, the services sector plays a
very prominent role in the County.
♦

It is important to note that within all these activities, agriculture (livestock)
is ranked 7th within the region.

♦ Tourism is supported by the wide range of franchised and non-chain
affiliated hotels/motels in the area, along with numerous restaurants,
retail, entertainment/sports-oriented businesses. Hotel/motel services
ranked 8th within the region as a specific economic sector.

A Sample of Employers
The County is well-rounded with a diverse number of businesses. Although
activity has historically been throughout the St. Lawrence corridor, both large
and small businesses have made their “home” within the County to help
preserve the atmosphere of a rural and manufacturing/high-tech community.
The latest research indicates that the greatest growth is now focused within
the Northern area of the County, namely North Grenville, and also within the
Merrickville-Wolford region.
However, the region will experience a plant closure in the Fall that will end
jobs for approximately 850 people in the County. Sanmina-SCI Brockville will
be shut down by October or November of 2002.
♦ This plant is a major employer for the City of Brockville and the
Municipality of Prescott.
♦ As a result of Nortel’s drop-in business activity, SCI has experienced a
steady decline in production since last year, operating at less than 30% of
its capacity.
Figure 2.18 represents a cross-section of businesses and employers within
the region. Many of these contacts were instrumental in providing information
regarding the community and the business framework. These roundtable
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discussions were held on February 11 and 12, 2002 in Spring Valley, Athens
and Prescott.
Figure 2.18:

A Sample of Employers in the United Counties of Leeds and
Grenville

Company

Company

1000 Islands Mall, 613-342-1333

JAE Automation, 613-349-0659

1000 Islands Sea Cruises, 613-345-7333

Jarvis Design & Display, 613-258-7441

3M, 613-498-5900

Kaizen Systems, 613-342-1914

Abbott Laboratories, 613-341-6000

Kemptville Advance, 613-258-3451

Aimtronics, 613-342-5041

Kemptville College, 613-258-8336

Alcan Chemicals, 613-342-7462

Kriska Transportation, 613-925-5903

Avesta Polarit, 613-345-5502

Kroma Canada, 613-925-5951

Beach Home Hardware, 613-925-4286

Lionel Mohr Real Estate, 613-258-2181

Brockville Arts Centre, 613-342-8772

McAuley Motel, 613-925-3076

Brockville General Hospital, 613-345-5649

McHugh-Comm Marketing, 613-342-3077

Brockville Recorder, 613-342-4441

Measurements International, 613-925-5934

Brockville Shopping Centre, 613-345-2964

Nasztech Systems, 613-342-1755

Camalor Manufacturing, 613-342-2259

Nitrochem Corporation, 613-348-3681

Canadian Tire Prescott, 613-925-4217

Northern Cables, 613-345-1594

Canarm, 613-342-5424

Northnet Media, 613-342-1697

Casco Inc, 613-657-3131

Parkway Islands Inn, 613-345-6634

Chromotographic Specialties, 613-342-4678

PensaTech Solutions, 613-345-7925

Compendium Group, 613-925-1027

Prescott Finishing, 613-925-2859

Conklin Corporation, 613-498-1077

Prescott Journal, 613-925-4265

Custom Décor, 613-342-8090

Pricedex Software, 613-341-9200

Dave Jones Sports, 613-345-5574

Proctor & Gamble, 613-342-9592

Dewar’s Inn on the River, 613-925-3228

REHAU Industries, 613-925-4281

Diver’s Paradise, 613-345-0721

Royal Brock, 613-345-1400

Dry Dock/Big Rideau Lake, 613-272-0299

Sandra Lawn & Associates, 613-925-5568

DTI Precision, 613-258-7922

SCI Brockville, 613-342-6621

Dupont, 613-348-3611

Shell Canada, 613-498-0700

Eastern Breeders, 613-258-5944

Simplified AC, 613-925-5934

Eastern Independent Telecom, 613-342-9652 Smiths Falls Record News, 613-498-0305
Forfar Dairy, 613-272-2107

St. Lawrence College, 613-345-0660

Fort Wellington, 613-925-1536

St. Lawrence Printing, 613-925-4265

Fulford Place, 613-498-3003

St. Lawrence Stage Company, 613-342-9009

Gananoque Reporter, 613-382-2156

Strader Ferris International Customs, 613-925-4271
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Company

Company

Gibbons Maple Syrup House, 613-275-2893

Til Tek, 613-258-5928

Grenville Castings, 613-269-4701

Trillium Healthcare Products, 613-342-4436

Hathaway Canada, 613-925-5965

Upper Canada DSB, 613-925-3244

Hewitt Brockville, 613-342-7903

Upper Canada Networks, 613-925-5050

Hewitt, 613-342-7903

Westport Review Mirror, 613-273-8000

Source: Economic Growth Solutions, Focus Groups, 2002

Commercial/Retail Sector
There are three distinct commercial/retail areas found in the larger towns of
the County:
♦ Downtown or main street business area (this may be the sole retail area
for some towns and villages)
♦ Central mall
♦ “Big box” stores.
The majority of towns and villages have limited retailing in the main street
area. As a result, many residents will travel to larger communities (e.g.,
Brockville or Kingston) for clothing, shoes, and diverse items. It is not unusual
for many residents to travel outside of the County (especially if they work in
these areas) to Ottawa and Kingston for a larger variety and availability of
goods. As a result, “big box” developments have grown within the area to
help satisfy this demand.
♦ The downtown cores contain the majority of niche stores and smaller
“mom and pop” businesses. Downtown areas have been able to sustain
business through niche marketing, free and accessible parking and
festivals/events.
♦ Both Brockville and Merrickville have been successful in partnering
festivals/events with their unique downtown areas.
♦ The Town of Gananoque has a downtown retail area consisting of
approximately 50 stores along this main strip, many of which cater to the
summer tourist trade.
Downtown cores which are not facing up to the pressure of changing market
demands and BR&E strategies are facing challenges. As a result, vacancy
rates are high, landlords/owners are not taking an active part in store
maintenance, and sometimes vandalism and a general lack of awareness
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and response to standard bylaws on property maintenance lead to further
deterioration.
Figure 2.19: Commercial/Retail Space (2000)
Brockville

Gananoque

Vacant space (sq ft)

107,423

1,000

Total Available (sq ft)

1,603,339

30 -50,000

6.7

2.0%

Vacancy rate (%)
Source:
(Note:

Individual CAO’s, Township/Town/City Halls/Economic Development Offices, DBIA,
2002
Data for the Town of Gananoque is for the downtown main street area only,
estimates per DBIA)

TOURISM SECTOR
The United Counties of Leeds and Grenville offers one of the most attractive
tourism and historical areas of Ontario. The region does have well-renowned
attractions such as the St Lawrence River, 1000 Islands, Rideau Canal
System and Canadian Shield. There are numerous attractions and outdoor
activities that have gained strong domestic recognition and a strong
international awareness. The area also showcases the architecture that was
relevant in the 1800’s.
The most famous, and perhaps the most marketed attraction of the area is
the 1000 Islands and the St. Lawrence Seaway. It has gained International
acclaim through its scenic cruises and historic relevance to the War of 1812.
The 1000 Islands International Bridge affords American visitors access into
Canada. The Town of Gananoque has traditionally functioned as the
Canadian ‘gateway to the 1000 Islands’, and has a substantial tourism
infrastructure including hotels, motels and resorts, restaurants, retail and
1000 Islands cruises. For the summer of 2002 growth is anticipated with the
opening of the new casino near Gananoque that will bring jobs, tourists and
American dollars into the area.
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Gananoque and 1000 Islands Parkway

Source: Redmond Realty

♦ Tourism has become the focal point for many smaller towns/villages
that offer a unique rural experience. An example of this is Athens,
Ontario, which draws visitors with its unique display of 12 hand-painted
murals throughout the village (see example below). Each of the murals
provides a background into the village’s history, people and events up to
75 years ago.
Mural in Athens: The Village Bandstand

Source: Rural Living Canada

♦ Other natural attractions are significant, such as the Rideau Canal
Waterway. The Waterway links Ottawa to Kingston through a series of
landscapes, towns/villages and farmland. North Grenville, Merrickville,
Smiths Falls, Portland, Westport, Newboro, Elgin, Delta, Lyndhurst and
Seeleys Bay are some of the village/communities that have prospered
with tourist visitation of the Canal.
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Map of Rideau Canal

Source: Rideau Canal Waterway Information
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Rideau Canal Waterway-Westport

Source: Township of Rideau Lakes

♦ The North Grenville Chamber of Commerce has been active in
developing a “green” theme in its tourism initiatives. For example,
the Eastern Ontario Biodiversity Museum is located in Kemptville and
encourages “the appreciation and understanding of the natural
environment of Eastern Ontario.” 1 Focus has been on ecotourismeducation activities and information through the Biodiversity Museum,
Agroforestry Centre/Eastern Ontario Model Forest and Ferguson Forestry
Centre.

♦ The Town of Prescott has many historic attractions. It was
established in 1784 and is one of the oldest settlements in Ontario. Some
significant attractions include: Fort Wellington (built during the War of
1812), Rotary Light House, Battle of the Windmill, Stockade Barracks and
the Blue Church. The town also has the second International bridge of the
region, known as the Prescott-Ogdensburg International Bridge.

1

Eastern Ontario Biodiversity Museum, 2002
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Blue Church, Prescott

Source: Ontario East Economic Development

♦ Although not within Ontario, nearby Boldt Castle creates a constant
flow of tourists for the County. The castle is located in Alexandria Bay,
New York. Since 1977, several million dollars have aided in the
renovation and preservation of the Castle and Heart Island. It is a draw
for many visitors as a focal point for area boat tours. The operating
season for 2002 is May 11 – October 14.
Boldt Castle, Hart Island

Source: Boldt Castle, 2002

♦ Tourism is one of the main economic drivers in the Southern part of
the County. This is because of the area’s geographic location (a few
hours from major cities), its pristine natural environment and designated
parks, as well as its proximity to lakes and to one of the most well known
waterways in Canada. This provides visitors and residents with abundant
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outdoor tourism experiences. At the same time, the many festivals and
events that take place throughout the year provide visitors with the
opportunity to enjoy and participate in cultural activities.
Tourism data in 1999 for the UCLG (including the separated municipalities)
indicated the following:
♦ Total visitors: 1,957,000
♦ Domestic visitors: 1,245,000 (included in the total visitor figure)
♦ Total trip expenditures: $157,541,000.
In Figure 2.20, we have compiled a list of major tourism attractions, activities
and points of interest.
Figure 2.20: Tourist Attractions/Activities/Points of Interest
Category
Attractions/Museums/
Historic Sites

Situation Analysis

Attraction/Point of Interest
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arthur Child Heritage Centre
Athens’ Murals
Battle of Windmill National Historic Site
Blue Church
Brockville Museum
Denaut Mansion
Eastern Ontario Biodiversity Museum
Fort Wellington
Forwarders Museum
Fulford Place
Gutherie House
Heritage House Museum
Homewood Museum
Kitley Museum
Lyndhurst Bridge
Railway Museum
Thousand Islands Playhouse
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Category
Nature-oriented

Festivals/Events
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Attraction/Point of Interest
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1000 Islands
Charleston Lake Provincial Park
Eastern Ontario Model Forest
Ferguson Forestry Centre
Foley Mountain Conservation Area
Landon Bay Gardens
Maple Syrup House & Museum
Rideau Canal
Spencerville Mill
St. Lawrence Islands National Park
St. Lawrence Seaway
1000 Islands Parkway
Automotion
Boating Festival
Canal Fest
Celtfest
Celtic Festival
Dandelion Festival
Delta Maple Syrup
Dutch Day
Fall Fair
Festival of the Islands
Fine Art Festival
Frost Festival
Ghosts Walks
Gunboat Weekend
Harbour Days
Horse-a-Rama
Lions/1000 Islands Cruise-In
Multicultural Fair
Poker run
Railway Museum Event
Ribfest
Rideau Rec Fest
Riverfest
Shakespeare in the Park
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Category
Indoor/Outdoor
Recreation

Attraction/Point of Interest
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Antiques & Collectibles
Boating
Camping
Canoeing
Casino
Dog Sledding
Ecotourism
Fishing
Galleries & Arts/Crafts
Golfing
Hiking
Kayaking
Plays/Theatres
Sailing
Scuba Diving
Skating
Skiing
Snowmobiling
Swimming
Trail Rides

Source: Tourism brochure and regional travel guides

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Value of Building Permits
As shown in Figure 2.21, the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville
experienced a 12.8% increase in the total value of building permits issued
between 1999 and 2000. While development within some key areas in the
County has been steady, there are many areas, which have stagnated or
experienced a decline in construction activity.
♦ According to 2001 data, the City of Brockville issued 301 permits
last year with a total value of $37.5 million. Although this represents a
90.0% increase in total permit values between 2000 and 2001, the figure
is skewed because of the Brockville Hospital project, which was worth
$25 million. The total number of permits issued dropped by
approximately 27.0%.
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♦ North Grenville experienced strong construction activity in 1999, but
has experienced declines in 1998 and 2002. Last year, total permit
value slightly dropped by 3.8% (due to extraneous projects in previous
years) with a 7.3% increase in the number of permits issued (299 in 2001
vs. 277 in 2000). The majority of this construction value is from new
residential activity (77.0%). This is not unusual as areas such as North
Grenville are experiencing a boom in housing and relocations from the
Ottawa area.
♦ Prescott has seen a strong increase in the total value of permits
issued between 2000 and 2001. The Municipality underwent a 206%
increase in construction activity, mainly as a result of the FAI
Development surrounding Prescott Centre.
Figure 2.21:

Value of Building Permits, United Counties of Leeds/Grenville
and Town/City/Township Examples 1997-2000

70,000,000
60,000,000
50,000,000
40,000,000
30,000,000
20,000,000
10,000,000
0

1997

1998

1999

2000

United Counties 42,624,000 46,260,000 57,642,000 65,008,000

2001
No Data

Brockville

11,800,000 14,500,000 23,600,000 19,700,000 37,500,000

Gananoque

3,602,300

1,479,943

North Grenville

Not Avail

11,957,336 19,601,767 16,697,744 16,061,022

Prescott

414,655

698,000

United Counties

Brockville

North Grenville

Prescott

6,828,342
891,755

1,696,700
1,045,290

4,774,200
3,195,900

Gananoque

Source: UCLG Planning Office, Municipal Offices and CDC’s, 2002

Vacancy Rates
Data for the Town of Gananoque reveals that office space is non-existent in
the area. A burden of this fact was seen with the 1000 Islands Charity
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Casino. The casino needed office space and had to make plans with the
town to renovate an older building in order to be accommodated. Office
space and housing will be a major concern as the casino continues to
prepare for the opening.
Figure: 2.22: Sample Vacancy Rates, 2000
Vacancy Rates
(%)

Brockville

Gananoque

Commercial

6.7

1.0-2.0%

Office

5.5

0.0%

Industrial

4.0

1.0-2.0%

Source:
(Note:

CDC/Town CAO, 2002
Town of Gananoque statistics were estimated by the DBIA and Municipal Office; no
data was available for North Grenville and Prescott)

PROPERTY TAXES
The value of taxes for residential, commercial and industrial properties is
reported below. According to Figure 2.23, commercial taxes account for
approximately 50.0% of the farmland, industrial and commercial taxes
collected in the County.
♦ There is clearly a need for more growth of the industrial assessment
base, the sector with the greatest ripple impact within the economy.
♦ For the City of Brockville, industrial taxes represent 22.4% of the total
value of taxes. More than half (53.6%) of the total taxes collected are
directly from the residential tax base, with the remainder commercial.
(See Figure 2.24)
♦ For the Town of Gananoque residential taxes account for 47.0% of the
total tax base and commercial taxes account for at 36.0%; with the
remaining 17% industrial (Figure 2.25).
♦ In 2000, North Grenville’s residential, commercial and industrial tax base
was approximately $9.2 million (breakout not available).
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Figure 2.23: United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, Value of Taxes, 2000

Farmland
7%

Industrial
43%

Commercial
50%

Source: UCLG Planning Office, 2002
(Note: Does not include separated Municipalities)

Figure 2.24: City of Brockville, Value of Taxes, 2000

Industrial
22%

Residential
54%

Commercial
24%

Source: City of Brockville, Tax Department, 2002
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Figure: 2.25: Town of Gananoque, Value of Taxes, 2000

Industrial
16%

Residential
48%

Commercial
36%

Source: Town of Gananoque, Tax Department, 2002

♦ Approximately 58.0% of total taxes for the Town of Prescott are
residential taxes. The industrial and commercial sector independently
account for less than 1/4 to the total taxes collected (Figure 2.26).
Figure: 2.26: Town of Prescott, Value of Taxes, 2000

Industrial
16%

Commercia
l
26%

Residential
58%

Source: Town of Prescott, Tax Department, 2002

The following charts present information on tax rates for class ‘A’ residential,
commercial and industrial occupied units in various communities within and
surrounding the region.
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♦ Figure 2.28 indicates that the UCLG has a lower residential tax rate than
other major urban centres in Eastern Ontario.
♦ Commercial rates are lower than larger urban areas like Ottawa and
Kingston. However, larger built-up areas like Brockville and North
Grenville do have higher commercial rates as compared with the smaller
rural areas. (See Figure 2.29)
♦ As shown in Figure 2.30, industrial rates are highest were there is a lot of
business and industrial activity (e.g., Brockville, Ganoneque, Smith Falls).
Figure 2.27: UCLG Tax Rates Comparison (%), 2000
Tax Rates, 2000

United Counties

Residential

0.00344224

Multi-Residential

0.00755641

Commercial

0.00513548

Commercial-Vac Bldg/Excess

0.00359473

Commercial-Vac Land/Parking

0.00359473

Industrial

0.01014979

Industrial-Vac Bldg/Excess

0.00659740

Industrial-Vac

0.00659740

Large Industrial

0.01570798

Large Industrial-Vac Bldg/Excess

0.01021038

Pipelines

0.00569725

Shopping Centre

0.00513548

Shopping Centre-Vac Bldg/Excess

0.00359473

Farmlands

0.000860056

Managed Forest

0.000860056

Figures 2.28-2.30 provide information on sample property taxes through
various regions within and surrounding the UCLG.
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Figure 2.28: Residential Tax Rate Comparison (%), 2000

United Counties

0.00344224

Prescott

0.01265175

Brockville

0.015651

Kemptville

0.015676214

North Grenville

0.0051614

Gananoque

0.093069

Trenton

0.0179043

Smiths Falls

0.03532137

Kingston

0.364266

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Source: Municipal Offices, Tax Department, 2002
(Note: Ottawa residential tax rate: 1.8995)

Figure 2.29: Commercial Occ. Tax Rate Comparison (%), 2000

United Counties

0.00513548
0.02558652

Prescott

0.053181

Brockville
Kemptville

0.037305818
0.0077372

North Grenville
Gananoque

0.01348981

Trenton

0.0435442

Smiths Falls

0.056468

Kingston

0.0439777

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

Source: Municipal Offices, Tax Department, 2002
(Note: Ottawa commercial tax rate: 5.9550)
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Figure 2.30: Industrial Occ. Tax Rate Comparison (%), 2000

0.01014979

United Counties

0.05615211

Prescott

0.10624

Brockville
0.068705729

Kemptville
0.01529185

North Grenville
Gananoque

0.04135243

Trenton

0.0671551

Smiths Falls

0.09151198

Kingston

0.0721251

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

Source: Municipal Offices, Tax Department 2002
(Note: Ottawa industrial tax rate: 5.9896)

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES/SERVICES
The United Counties are well serviced in terms of transportation services and
facilities. Some of the region’s key services and facilities include:
♦ The CN Railway, CP freight lines and local transportation companies
which allow for distribution of goods and services throughout North
America.
♦ VIA Rail’s main passenger corridor operates between Toronto-KingstonBrockville-Smiths Falls-Ottawa-Montreal.
♦ Smiths Falls/Montague Airport: commercial airport with two main runways
and the following features:

Situation Analysis

•

1,219.2 m x 22.9m paved runway

•

4,000' x 75' paved runway

•

623 m grass runway

•

Operated by the Smiths Falls Flying Club
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•

Dedicated commercial hangar area.

•

Broadcast to Smiths Falls traffic on 122.7 MHz

The Ottawa International Airport is also within close proximity (between 20
min – 1 hour, depending on the location within the County).
Norman Rogers Airport in Kingston (approximately 1.5 hrs west of Brockville).
♦ The Ogdensburg International Airport ( 2 miles Southeast of Ogdensburg,
NY)
•

5,200 ft x 150 ft paved runway

•

53 aircraft operations per week: 47% commercial, 18% transient,
18% local, 9% air taxi, 7% military

•

Broadcast on 122.8 mhz

♦ Traffic count information for the Highway 401 corridor is as follows:
•

West/East, average daily = 27,000-29,000 vehicles

•

Highway 401 @ Highway 29 overpass = 29,000 vehicles.

Brockville-1000 Islands Regional Airport
The Brockville-1000 Islands Regional Airport is centrally located in the United
Counties and strategically positioned between the industrial parks of both
Brockville and Elizabethtown Township. It is managed by Brock Air Services
under contract with the City of Brockville.
♦ Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and the terminal is staffed from
7:30am - 4:30pm
♦ Accommodates light cabin-class and twin engine aircraft
♦ Airport experiences 10,000 take-offs and landings per year.
In addition to a number of light aircraft, which are permanently based at the
facility, the Airport is regularly visited by business and charter aircraft, fixed
wing air ambulances, as well as aircraft from local flight training schools.
♦ As a result of its location midway between Toronto and Montreal, it is a
popular fuel stop for military and pipeline patrol helicopters.
♦ DND (Dept. of National Defence) Search and Rescue and Ontario
Provincial Police helicopters will often use the Airport’s facilities to support
their life-saving operations.
♦ During the Ice storm of 1998, the Airport served as a base (because of its
central location) from which several DND and Ontario Hydro helicopters

Situation Analysis
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participated in both the aerial patrol and reconstruction of downed power
lines.
♦ In 2000/2001, the Airport hosted the Ministry of Natural Resources aerial
bait drop program in the Province’s campaign against rabies.
Approximately $36,000 was directly introduced into the local economy
from this project in 2001.
♦ An independent study was conducted by Inside Canadian Airports, which
revealed that the Airport currently generates approximately $1.4 million
annually for the local economy in spin-off benefits.

Plans for an Airport Expansion
The Commission plans to lengthen the existing runway by 1,000 feet, which
could increase the economic benefit to the region to as much as $2.5 million.
♦ Lengthening the existing runway to 4,500 feet would allow the Airport to
handle the mid-size, corporate jets operated extensively by Fortune 500
companies.
♦ The ability to land corporate jet aircraft is essential to both maintaining
and growing the local industry, and to assist in attracting new industry to
the region.
♦ Local councils, the business community in the region and both senior
levels of government have all voiced support for the project.
♦ The City of Brockville has approximately $230,000 in trust for the Airport’s
expansion.
Other services of the Airport include: Canada Customs Port of Entry, aircraft
refuelling, overnight parking for aircraft/automobiles, voice advisories for
inbound and departing aircraft on 123.0 MHz, pilot activated runway and
approach landing, dedicated snow removal equipment and a published
instrument approach procedure allowing aircraft to descent to 587 feet above
ground with a forward visibility of 1-3/4 miles.
Source:

Brock Air Services, Brockville

COMMUNITY SERVICES
As shown in Figure 2.31, a number of private and public community services
organizations are established in the UCLG. In addition, County residents
have access to other services, such as schools, libraries and health care
facilities located in nearby communities.
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Figure 2.31: United Counties of Leeds and Grenville – Community Service
Inventory
United Counties of Leeds and Grenville – Community Service Inventory
Newspapers

Libraries

Health Care

• Brockville Recorder
• Gananoque Reporter
• Kemptville Advance
• Leeds & Grenville Business News
• Prescott Journal
• Smiths Falls Record News
• Westport Mirror
The following public libraries can be found in the United Counties of Leeds
& Grenville:
Athens, Augusta, Brockville, Edwardsburgh/Cardinal, Elizabethtown/Kitley,
Front of Escott, Front of Yonge, Front of Leeds & 1000 Islands,
Gananoque, Kemptville, Kitley, Landsdowne, Merrickville, North Grenville,
Prescott, Rideau Lakes Union:Lyndhurst/Seeley’s Bay, Smiths Falls &
Westport
Brockville General Hospital (103 beds, acute care)
75 Emma Street, Brockville
Tel: (613) 345-5645
$32.0 million expansion: new emergency department, new operating suites,
new ICU, new diagnostic imaging department (including CT and modern
labour & delivery suites)

Source: Current Expansion Plans, Brockville General Hospital

Brockville Psychiatric Hospital (295 beds)
Kemptville District Hospital (23 beds, 17 complex care)
2675 Concession Road, Kemptville
Tel: (613) 258-3435
Major expansion and renovation of emergency/ambulatory care department
& development of a doctors’ clinic.
Perth and Smiths Falls District Hospital (100 beds, 2 sites)
60 Cornelia Street West, Smiths Falls
Tel: (613) 283-2330
St. Vincent de Paul Hospital (complex care)
42 Garden Street, Brockville
Tel: (613) 342-4461
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United Counties of Leeds and Grenville – Community Service Inventory
Tel: (613) 342-4461
Health (cont’d)
Access Centre For Community Care in Leeds and Grenville
52 Abbott Street North, Unit 1, Smiths Falls
Tel: (613) 283-8012
Education
Elementary
Schools
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•
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•
•
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Addison Public School, Addison
Algonquin Public School, Brockville
Beverley Elementary School, Delta
Brockville Montessori School, Brockville
Boundary Street Public School, Prescott
Centennial 67/Edwardsburgh North Public School, Spencerville
Central Public School, Prescott
Commonwealth Public School, Brockville
Grenville Christian College, Brockville
Escott Public School, Mallorytown
Front of Yonge Elementary School, Mallorytown
Holy Cross, Kemptville
J.L. Jordon, Brockville
Kemptville Public School, Kemptville
Landsdowne District Public School, Landsdowne
Linklater/MacDonald Public School, Gananoque
Lyn-Tincap Public School, Lyn
Maynard Public School, Prescott
Merrickville Public School, Merrickville
Pineview Public School, Athens
Prince of Wales Public School, Brockville
Rideau Centennial Elementary, Portland
Rideau Vista Public School, Westport
South Branch Elementary School, Kemptville
South Edwardsburgh Public School, Prescott
St. Edward, Westport
St. Francis Xavier, Brockville
St. James, Smiths Falls
St. John Bosco, Brockville
St. Joseph, Gananoque
St. Joseph, Prescott
St. Joseph, Toledo
St. Mark, Prescott
St. Mary, Brockville
St. Michael, Kemptville
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United Counties of Leeds and Grenville – Community Service Inventory

Elementary
Schools (cont’d)

Secondary Schools

Post Secondary
Institutions
Other Community
Services

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sweet’s Corners Elementary School, Lyndhurst
Toniata Public School, Brockville
Vanier Public School, Brockville
Westminster Public School, Brockville
William Hiscocks Public School, Gananoque
Wolford Public School, Merrickville
1000 Islands Secondary School, Brockville
Athens District High School, Athens
Brockville Collegiate Institute, Brockville
Gananoque Secondary School, Gananoque
Grenville Christian College, Brockville
North Grenville District High School, Kemptville
South Grenville District High School, Prescott
St. Mary Catholic High School, Brockville
St. Michael Catholic High School, Kemptville
Kemptville College
St. Lawrence College
Radio stations: 103.7 FM (CHXL), 830.0 AM (CFJR)
TV: CKWS Television, Brockville Cable, Cogeco Cable
Ambulance, police and fire department stations
Financial institutions
Utilities services
Senior’s retirement homes, residences and centres
Daycare facilities
Churches
Social services and organizations

UPCOMING AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
According to UCLG officials there are number of new developments taking
place in the area. The key developments include the proposed 1000 Islands
Fantasia theme park, 1000 Islands Charity Casino being developed near
Gananoque, the North Grenville Recreation and Cultural Centre, Prescott
Centre, retail development and possible call centre development in Brockville.
Highlights of these developments are provided as follows.
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1000 Islands Fantasia

♦ $230 million development on 220 acres of land owned by the City of
Brockville/Township of Elizabethtown-Kitley
♦ Creation of 2,100 full time jobs with an anticipated opening in 2005
depending on government approval.
♦ The business plan was submitted to the Ontario Racing Commission on
February 14, 2002.
♦ Will have the following amenities/services:
•

Racetrack

•

Casino

•

200-foot classic water tower

•

Butterfly Conservatory

•

Tea Room

•

Par 3, 18-hole golf course

•

Rock climbing

•

Railroad ride through gorges/forest

•

Movie cinema

•

Shops/boutiques

•

Gourmet restaurants

•

Arcade & dance complex

•

200-room full service hotel

•

Banquet facilities

•

European-style spa

•

Wet & wild water park

•

250-1500 seating capacity, 4-rink area

Source: City of Brockville, Economic Development Office, 2002
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1000 Islands Charity Casino

♦ Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation has picked a location on the
border of Gananoque and Leeds and the 1000 Islands for its fifth charity
casino, which will open in June of 2002.
♦ The cost of the project is $47 million.
♦ The location is on 35 acres near Highway 401, UCLG Road #2, and the
1000 Islands Parkway.
♦ The casino is slated to be a 58,000 sq ft. complex with 15, 000 sq. ft of
gaming space, 450 slot machines and 18 gaming tables.
♦ It will create approximately 400 jobs. A job fair was held on Feb 22, 2002
to recruit approximately 350 positions (160 full time, 190 part time).
Source: 1000 Islands Charity Casinos, 2002

North Grenville Recreation and Cultural Centre
♦ Ontario’s SuperBuild Sports and Tourism Partnership (SCTP) program
will contribute $1,637,000 towards a new recreation and cultural facility in
North Grenville.
♦ Amenities will include a double ice rink, arts auditorium and a multi-use
hall.
♦ Strong private and public sector partnerships helped to create the new
facility as over $700,000 was pledged by private citizens and local
businesses.
Source: North Grenville and SuperBuild, 2002

Prescott Centre - FAI Development in North Prescott
♦ FAI Canada Development has purchased a portion of land in North
Prescott to be developed as the Prescott Centre.
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♦ The proposed development includes a 40,000 sq. ft grocery store, a
Wendy’s restaurant, and a new Canadian Tire retail outlet. The estimated
opening date is 2003. There has also been discussion regarding a new
town hall and library at the North part of the site.
Source: Town of Prescott, and Prescott Journal, 2002

Call Centre Opportunities – Brockville
♦ Although the economy remains in a difficult situation, call centres are
continuing to locate in smaller towns and cities where there is ample
labour and low costs.
♦ There has been interest in call centres being located in the City of
Brockville. Brockville has the facilities and the motivation to accommodate
this type of business, and the availability of skilled workers.

Situation Analysis
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3 – SECTORAL S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS

Focus groups were held in February 2002 with groups of community and
business/industry stakeholders. These included 12 hours of discussions
during six sessions as follows:
♦ Agriculture – held in Athens
♦ High-Tech – held in Spring Valley, Township of Elizabethtown
♦ Manufacturing/Industrial – held in Spring Valley, Township of
Elizabethtown
♦ Public/Community – held in Prescott
♦ Retail/Commercial – held in Athens
♦ Tourism – held in Prescott.
The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats discussed during the
focus group roundtable discussions were noted without bias and documented
impartially. Some comments were made that do not pertain to the main focus
group; however, they have been noted within the framework and presented
as follows. These results have been combined with the consultants’ analysis
and interviews with key individuals in the community, to prepare a series of
SWOT analysis findings.

OVERALL S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS
This overall Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (S.W.O.T.)
analysis represents a snapshot of the overall county as a place for
conducting business.

+ Strengths
♦

♦

The UCLG has very strong competitive advantages because of its location:
- It covers a vast area as far north/south as Kemptville & Gananoque and west/east, Westport
& Prescott.
- It is well positioned along the Highway 401/416 corridors, providing increased opportunities
for business, tourism and industrial growth.
- Proximity to Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal/Quebec markets.
- Close to the U.S. market.
- Strategically located close to high-tech and life/health sciences clusters.
The economic base of the community has diversity in agriculture,
manufacturing, retail, tourism, industrial, and institutional employment. The
region is not a one-industry county, and this provides economic stability.
UCLG economic growth has continued to occur in the manufacturing,

Sectoral S.W.O.T. Analysis
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+ Strengths
wholesale and transportation sectors.
♦

The high quality of life in the associated areas relates to the UCLG’s natural
features and helps to attract key talent required for future growth and
leadership.

♦

Current and growing supply linkages between local firms and Ottawa
Technology Cluster (OTC).
- While tech is in a downturn mode, it will continue to grow.
There has been good success in building out infrastructure.
- Highway 416
- UCNet has completed basic build-out of high speed Internet. Success at linking ICI sector,
educational institutions and residents. Partnerships in place for provision of additonal access
to bandwidth.
- Good transportation with VIA, Ottawa Airport, and Brockville-1000 Islands Airport able to take
executive jets.
- Larger centres have good and reliable supply of clean water.
- Prescott received funding to upgrade its sewer system.
- International bridge and bridge authority in support of access to U.S. markets.
- Deep water ports on St. Lawrence Seaway and close access to U.S. markets has 5 wharves
and associated rail sidings.

♦

♦

The fiscal management of the UCLG is sound. Investors want to know that that
their communities and taxes are and will continue to be managed in a
business-like manner.

♦

The Province is funding several capital works projects: Brockville Hospital
expansion, Courthouse consolidation, Corrections and Treatment facility at
Brockville Psychiatric Facility, North Grenville Recreational Complex and the
Charity Casino.

♦

Pressure from the growth of Ottawa will continue to have a positive presence
on population and economic growth in the UCLG.
- Growth of Ottawa is expected to overflow into North UCLG centres such as Rideau Lakes,
Merrickville and North Grenville.
- Tech commuters are moving to North L&G and have potential for home grown and cottage
business start-ups. In 1989, greatest growth pressure was in the North and continues to do
so today.
- Brockville has had 12 firms employing 200 people in high tech.
- Pressures for “big box” development in the North end of UCLG and Brockville.
High quality of life for employees and their families relate to wealth of nature,
safety and historic significance of the area. The environment is clean with a
good standard of living.

♦

♦

Local entrepreneurship is encouraged.
- Funds and programs available to support small business and start-ups
- Individual municipalities and staff are motivated and active in marketing and economic
development.
- Brockville has a good track record in marketing and promotion.
- St. Lawrence Marketing Partnership
- Strength and experience of the 1000 Islands Community Development Corporation and
Grenville Community Development Centre.
- 1000 Islands Entrepreneurship Centre in Brockville

Sectoral S.W.O.T. Analysis
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+ Strengths
♦

♦
♦

Strong recreational opportunities in the area: water orientation, natural
environment and many tourist assets.
- “Ontario East” is the 2nd most favourite tourism region in Ontario for same day or overnight
visitors
- International tourists are attracted to the 1000 Islands
- Provincial parks and conservation areas
- Region encompasses the Adirondack - Algonquin axis ecological area.
- SCUBA diving tourism is growing
- Great access for Ottawa residents seeking “get-away” vacations
- Boating and recreational activities on the Rideau Canal System, in the 1000 Islands, and on
the many lakes and rivers in the County.
The UCLG has a development community and a construction industry capable
of building all types of construction in a competent and timely manner.
Housing is affordable.
- Brockville, Gananoque and North Grenville have a good mix of housing stock in both singles

and multiple family dwellings.

- UCLG offers lower land values and development costs than Ottawa.

♦

There is a strong crop of older and semi-retired entrepreneurial talent available
for a variety of new business and community initiatives

♦

There is a good range of alternatives for home ownership for employees and
senior executives.

♦

Labour relations appear to be solid. The UCLG can take pride in the workforce
it has amassed. The labour force is stable, reliable and consistent in the area.

♦

Pool of well-educated and talented high tech people living in the UCLG.
- 3 universities within commuting distance
- High tech skills and companies’ commitment to training
- Local colleges have partnerships in place for IT training.

♦

♦

Kemptville College and St. Lawrence College have a presence and are
prepared to develop programs to meet business requirements. Skills
development and employment retraining activities are underway.
- Linkages exist between local educational institutions and organizations promoting skills
development.
There is a strong cohesiveness ”within” each of the communities.

♦

Lower residential tax rate than other parts of Eastern Ontario.

♦

Joint Services Board is a good example of cooperation between UCLG and
separated municipalities.

♦

Community pride – industries are major contributors to the community projects.

♦

Brockville has a power centre approved and incentives for downtown
improvement. Vision 20/20 is successful and now needs to move to the next
level.

♦

North Grenville has an updated Official Plan and a recently completed
planning project on the development of Highway 43.

♦

There is strong environmental awareness in the community, recognizing the
strength of the community relates to protection of the natural setting of the
community. A variety of eco-centres are in place and a ground water study has
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+ Strengths
been completed.
♦

The region has capitalized on the historic amenities (History Alive).

♦

In terms of agriculture and agro-forestry:
- One of the few regions of Canada that is reforesting – thus offering potential for growth of
both forest products and eco-system regeneration.
- Specialty farm products sector is growing.
- Strong dairy and cattle sector.

– Weaknesses
♦

Outside of the UCLG, the area does not have a strong business image, except
for Brockville where manufacturing and the high-tech market has settled. The
St. Lawrence River communities and the tourism awareness of the 1000
Islands largely dominate the external image.

♦

There has been a community resistance to change largely due to the friction
between certain towns/cities. The UCLG communities remain disjointed with
some continuing rivalries.

♦

There is a need to for an overall Leeds & Grenville web site with current
information and marketing materials. While some areas have excelled at
website development, in other areas they are non-existent. There needs to be
some conformity in information for the entire region.

♦

Spousal employment is a major concern for relocating families. There is a
definite lack of varied employment for educated spouses.

♦

Some areas have a shortage of affordable rental and apartment style
dwellings. This will affect newcomers to the area who are involved with the
casino.

♦

The availability of physicians taking on new patients continues to be a problem
in the UCLG. This causes residents to travel outside the UCLG for health
services.

♦

Gananoque, Brockville and Prescott are projected to lose population in
contrast to significant growth in the North end of UCLG.
- Municipal cooperation is weak
- Lack of marketing partnership in UCLG.
- UCLG operates as 3 diverse communities:
- Highway 401 corridor
- Highway 416: North/South
- Highway 29
- No vision of an integrated community – still separated municipalities

♦

Taxation is out of balance.
- Need to balance residential and non-residential assessment.
- Brockville has higher commercial and industrial tax rate than Kingston.

♦

Official Plans are either lacking or outdated:

Sectoral S.W.O.T. Analysis
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– Weaknesses
- UCLG has no official plan and is ill-prepared to deal with growth pressures in rural areas or

along 416 corridor.

- Almost all existing Official Plans are outdated and have no plan to address population growth

beyond 2001.

- No recognition of Provincial policies for: appropriate settlement patterns; preservation of

natural features; etc.

♦

Municipalities lacking in servicing to accommodate growth. No master plan for
servicing expansions, e.g., Water and Waste Water Master Plan.

♦

Potential for rural well contamination and groundwater problems.

♦

There is a lack of quality information and data on economic indicators within
the region. Several communities and townships do not have complete or
consistent data. This is awkward as it becomes difficult to access changes
and trends regarding economic and social data.

♦

Gaps in availability of housing attractive to younger workforce:
- On a UCLG-wide basis, low percentage of apartment accommodation and high percentage of

single-family homes.

½ Opportunities
♦

The communities are in agreement that something needs to be done. The
timing is right on the importance of creating a vision for UCLG.

♦

Residents understand and acknowledge that without the pursuit of economic
development, job losses and fragmented infrastructure will become worse.

♦

Municipal diversity is a strength. The unique and historical blend of the
communities is an asset. There is such a broad range of community
resources, employment, education and visions. This will bring a wide crosssection of opportunities.

♦

Opportunity to build on both diversity and cooperation between UCLG and
Separated Municipalities
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¾ Threats
♦

The UCLG needs more sustainable and secure employment. Closures like
SCI Brockville have created concerns in the region due to 850 job losses.

♦

Industry will not relocate where there is a limitation on services. The need for
broadband connectivity is an issue for both industry and residents.

♦

Complacency about the local economy.

♦

Overall downturn in the Provincial economy.

♦

Development approvals are perceived as being too slow, with the need for an
internal champion for growth.

♦

Gaps in labour force employment, shortages of skilled workers in some sectors
and high tech workers.
- Basic literacy skills need upgrading
- Structural unemployment; wrong skills for marketplace
- Lack of promotion strategy of skilled trades to end users
- Lack of jobs for youth

♦

Need for customer service; tourism and hospitality; French language for frontline workers; automotive, international business management, biotech,
geomatics, long haul drivers and trained dispatchers, managers, engineers,
robotics engineers, upper level finance, material management, homecare
workers, pharmacists, tool and die, millrights, high pressure welders.

♦

Continued decline of the agricultural community, particularly dairy and cattle:
- Property values will continue to rise making it more attractive to sell farmland to ex-urbanites

for hobby farms.

- Harder to compete in market without additional consolidation and mega farms.
- Pressure placed on farmers from non-farming residents moving into area.
- Loss of farmland due to land speculation, housing and industrial development in north end of

UCLG.

- Continued consolidation of small farms into large farms.
- Pressure from Quebec and off-shore markets

♦

Growth pressures will increasingly be North to South.
- Potential increase in big box developments, particularly along Highway 416, may influence

deterioration of traditional downtown businesses. (e.g. Highway 400 near Barrie)

- 4 “corridors” is a problem (Hwy 401, 2, 416 & 29). There is a lack of awareness of the diverse

pressure on each of these corridors. Although jobs and tourism are naturally forming in these
regions, there are some inconsistencies in developing corridor potential.

♦

Loss of assured and continuing venture capital will jeopardize potential for
start-ups.

♦

Need more women in technical occupations and decision-making in support of
economic development.

♦

Increased growth pressure from Ottawa ex-urbanites into a lax policy
environment related to land-use planning and potential for removal of wetlands
and natural amenity features. Inefficient use of municipal services.

♦

Increased conversion of cottages into permanent settlements leading to lake
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¾ Threats
overcapacity.
♦

Effects from continued exodus of youth from rural Canada.

♦

Continued aging of the UCLG population and workforce.

♦

Resistance to additional municipal cooperation and local municipal vs. UCLG
cooperation.

♦ Continued retrenchment of US industry and/or competition from industrial park
development on south side of St. Lawrence.

AGRICULTURE SECTOR
Representatives of this sector offered insight and knowledge of where the
agriculture industry has had problems/concerns and the historical importance
of the industry in Leeds and Grenville. The attendees who have first-hand
knowledge of the rural area and its practices realistically interpreted
opportunities and strengths.

+ Strengths
♦

The agriculture community prides itself on having a strong internal rural
network. People are actively seeking out meetings and taking an active role in
communicating information. Partnerships are common and historically a
fundamental strength for many farmers of the area.

♦

BR& E (business, retention & expansion) has been a common and ongoing
practice in the rural areas.

♦ There are trends towards creating larger farms with increased productivity.
Farmers are investing more capital into their private family farms.
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– Weaknesses
♦

Inter-communication between the agriculture sector and larger towns/cities is
poor.

♦

The stigma of farming has politically and historically always been a factor in
the region. Areas of the region do not appreciate the value, or the make-up of
the rural communities.

♦

Rural and agricultural communities are under pressure.
- Potential for scattered rural development and land-use conflicts with the agricultural
community.
- Remaining rural areas still need to hook into high speed Internet.

♦

Rural areas are losing young people and residents are aging faster than the
provincial average.
Agricultural industry is under pressure.

♦

- Lack of identity/ brand of UCLG farm community.
- Dairy cattle industry is in consolidation and number of farms are on the decline. Overall

decline: in number of farms; average farm size and increase in specialization.

- Limited ability for agricultural products to be sold locally. Farmers are under significant

competition from Quebec and International producers, and are significantly exposed to
changes in commodity prices.
- Rise in specialty farms is offset by decline in diary and livestock operations.
- Lack of abattoir

½ Opportunities
♦

Farming in the area is increasingly diversifying. Although niche farming is
time-consuming and often labour intensive, it does present a clear opportunity
from a marketing and branding standpoint. Maple syrup does well in the area.
Bio-diesel, ethanol, and organic products are future prospects.

♦

The liaison between farmers and Kemptville College was quickly noted. This
link could help create stronger training programs in farming within the entire
UCLG. The concepts and appreciation of agriculture could be better fostered
within the region at a younger age.

♦

Tourism could work hand-in-hand with agriculture. Hobby farms, 4-H
members and volunteers could help promote the rural region through ecoagritourism programs.

♦

Stimulate strengths of agricultural sector
- Official Plan to have policies to help farmers to market locally and protect existing farm

operations.

- Potential to stimulate and add value to the specialty agricultural sector.
- Give Ottawa profile to the large number of specialty crops and products in support of farm

gate sales. In addition, specialty meat marketing and farm vacations.

- Develop a centralized outdoor farmers market.

♦

Expand the research and development of agro-forestry.
- There has been interest from Domtar and Ontario Power Generation in the high level of forest
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½ Opportunities
science and cooperative partnership building occurring out of the EOMF.
- There are 12 other industrial sectors that will need to verify carbon sequestering activities

post-Kyoto and the EOMF/MNF North Grenville provides excellent resources to business in
Southern Ontario and North Eastern US.
- Focus geonomics, biotech and geomatics around North Grenville.

¾ Threats
♦

Livestock farming is declining. This type of farming generates strong cash
receipts, but needs a very large investment and labour force to survive.

♦

There is a barrier between the municipal desire for development and the rural
ideal that housing and subdivisions should not be next door to each other.
There is farmland available, but farmers are seeing more and more families
relocating into Ontario East to set-up homes. There needs to be balanced
growth in the rural areas.

♦

Farmers in the area are getting older. The average age of a farmer in Leeds &
Grenville is 58 years old. The UCLG will see more and more farms downsizing
and closing, unless family offspring are willing to take over the obligation of
these farms.

♦

Farmers are perceived as upsetting the delicate eco-balance of the area in
regard to the Rideau System and the St. Lawrence River. This is a particular
concern since the outbreak of tainted water of Walkerton.

HIGH-TECH SECTOR
The High-tech industry has been an important growth opportunity for many of
the communities in Leeds and Grenville. This sector has given identity to
communities, which would have been otherwise unknown in the business
world.

+ Strengths
♦

There is definite strength to the quality of life and workforce in the UCLG. The
workforce remains stable and retention is not a problem.

♦ The strategic location relative to Ottawa should be used to the region’s
advantage.
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– Weaknesses
♦

There is a need for a better range of suppliers in the area. Specialized
services must often come from Ottawa or Montreal.

♦

The area workers need more skill sets. Emphasis should be placed on diverse
training in the area. Finding skilled workers will become more of a concern as
the workforce ages.

♦

Need for accelerated skills training in key tech sectors:
- Local colleges offer limited technical or entrepreneurial curriculum. St. Lawrence College
teaches computer and IT courses, but courses are limited and some are expensive.
- Kemptville College is focused on agriculture and basic practical skills training but not biotech
or any other advanced courses.
- Grenville Christian College has partnered with IBM which is a plus. However, higher levels
skills training is not state of the art compared to the Universities and larger urban colleges.
- Could be better business support for other local educational institutions.

♦

Need to address gaps in linkages between UCLG firms and those in the
Ottawa Technology Cluster
- Who to contact
- Which firms are appropriate

½ Opportunities
♦

There is an opportunity to identify common goals/interests and have the
UCLG champion them.

♦

The County needs to cluster the high-tech companies in the region for growth
and to address staffing concerns.

♦

Referring to high-tech companies would allow packaging of the
entrepreneurial experience and provide this first-hand knowledge for new
companies. There is a need to create partnerships between companies and
form relationships and mentoring where information and communication flows
to smaller businesses.

♦

Workers relocating to the UCLG have a good skills profile. They are in their
30’s, have strong work experience and tend to have career stability. They are
looking for a stable job in an environment that is not overly pressured.

♦

UCNet created a group of telecommunications companies. Explore
opportunity to bring broadband to the rest of Canada. UCLG businesses and
suppliers exporting their broadband capability as a publicly owned agency.

♦

Kemptville MNR & the EOMF have excellent geomatics resources and
potential should be further developed.

♦ Kingston and Ottawa have growing health and life sciences sector. UCLG
needs to examine economic development potential of putting life sciences and
health sciences on their radar screen. Examine the potential growth of life
sciences and health sciences:
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½ Opportunities
- There is some potential for expanding biotech as expansion of University of Guelph presence.

Foster links with Eastern Breeders.

- Link to university research spin-offs
- Encourage partnering to service the needs of hospitals.

♦ Further develop the existing high tech industries by linking to the Ottawa
Technology Cluster. Develop a strategy to address SCI layoffs.
- Focus on Photonics
- Electronic manufacturing services.
- Telecommunications
- Micro-electronics

¾ Threats
♦

The lack of broadband is a deterrent for new companies and even existing
ones. The lack of telecommunications in the rural area creates a disadvantage
for school children who are not as “computer savvy” as some of their
counterparts elsewhere.

♦

“Need to integrate actions rather than focus on the issues that divide us.”
There seems to be a history of independent communities that distrust one
another. Communities have to see the benefit or there won’t be cooperation.

♦ Changing upper tier legislation will continue to influence County governance.
The impacts of downloading continue to be a major issue for many of the
smaller communities. Commitment is needed from the politicians.

MANUFACTURING/INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
Representatives of this sector were helpful at highlighting key issues, which
will affect the strategic approaches for enhancing the UCLG’s manufacturing
and industrial base. Strategies will need to be developed to build on the
strengths and opportunities identified.
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+ Strengths
♦

The UCLG location is key for the region. There is easy access to customers,
close proximity to major areas such as Montreal and the United States, and
the ability to act as a domestic supplier at the seaboard.

♦

Lower land prices and cost of living with strong infrastructure help support the
development process.

♦

Although it is hard to recruit for specialized positions, there is a lower turnover
than major city areas and the productivity is good.

♦ North Grenville is booming. There is housing overflow from the Ottawa area
and it remains a natural suburb from the Ottawa core, being only 20 minutes
away. It has the available water/sewer systems needed by new companies.

– Weaknesses
♦

The perception of the small town stigma is a drawback for professional people
thinking of relocating to the UCLG. Younger professionals will purposely move
to the large city centres to further their careers.

♦

There is inadequate employment for spouses who are relocating to the area.

♦

No referral system for business development. There is a lack of coordination
regarding referrals from one municipality to another.

♦

Some areas cannot accommodate new industry. The Augusta industrial park
is in a great location, but lacks the necessary sewer and water facilities.
Water/sewage services are at capacity or non-existent for many areas. This is
a real deterrent in attracting new business.

♦

There is a lack of mobility with the labour force in the area. Salary
expectations are on the high side and often cannot be matched by new
employers. Smaller companies in the area cannot compete with benefits of
the larger manufacturing and high tech companies.

♦

Gaps in economic growth:
- UCLG fell behind Ottawa in education and social services and the Finance, Insurance and
Real Estate sectors.
- Lack of office space and industrial space in Gananoque and North Grenville

♦

Life sciences, health sciences and biotech not on radar screen of economic
planners.

♦

All local UCLG and municipal leaders need to be savvy about knowledgebased industries.

♦

Pockets of people in UCLG who don’t have resources (capital and
infrastructure).
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– Weaknesses
♦

Development lands lacking in Gananoque and Prescott and some legacy
industry.

½ Opportunities
♦

The tax base for the region could be better balanced if there was more
support from the residential tax base.

♦ To help the County with a broader vision, a new economic development office
at the UCLG would be beneficial to assist local municipalities, develop key
branding, generalized tasking & coordination of data analysis for the County.

¾ Threats
♦

Industry and businesses will continue to need high-speed connection in all
areas of the UCLG.

♦

Need to focus on more local ownership. Non-local companies are typically
welcomed but are not strongly rooted.

♦

Local municipalities may continue to be challenged to keep up basic
infrastructure like highways, water, sewers, etc. This is a major deterrent for
relocating a business into the region.

♦ Growth is only coming from within. New businesses are not settling in the
UCLG. Companies have become more global and are settling in lower cost
centres. The U.S. market is becoming more central to U.S. firms.

PUBLIC/COMMUNITY SECTOR
Representatives of this sector were from a cross-section of community
members, public officials and direct community stakeholders. Many topics
were covered during this meeting and highlighted the need to act proactively
for the entire region of Leeds and Grenville.
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+ Strengths
♦

The attractiveness of the region was frequently mentioned as a key feature of
the quality of life in the community. The area is noted for its clean air and
water, low cost of living, sincerity of the people, natural environment and
architecture.

♦

Kemptville College is providing the support and training needed for young
people to remain in the area and have a reason to stay in the communities.
This is a realistic approach and needed as many students have started their
careers in larger city centres like Toronto and Ottawa. However, there is a
need for more money to support these training efforts.

♦

The community cares about the preservation of the environment. This is
relevant for a region that is amassed with many historic parks, trails, rock
formations and water routes. There are over 125 active conservation groups
in the area. Habitats also help to keep the entire region connected.

♦

Economic development is obviously important for some areas. The UCLG
spends over $1.0 million in economic development between the CDC’s,
economic development agencies and Chambers of Commerce

♦

The workforce is loyal, stable and reliable.

♦

Volunteers are numerous in the region, especially semi-retired residents.

♦

The Brockville General Hospital has a large catchment area and is not just for
Brockville residents. Renovations include a new radiology department and
other capital upgrades, which will benefit many residents in the region.

♦ There is an informative and strong public library network within the UCLG. It is
important to relay community information and programs through the libraries
as children and senior services are growing.
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– Weaknesses
♦

Need more communication to the community and public with regard to
economic development.

♦

What is Leeds & Grenville as a place? The UCLG is not clearly defined and
continues to be a political name to the region, without any clear branding.

♦

The St. Lawrence Tourism Marketing Partnership helps to connect the St.
Lawrence East-West corridor. There may be an overly strong concentration
on the River towns/cities and not enough on the northern areas.

♦

Need more post-secondary education alternatives. St. Lawrence College and
Kemptville College are offered in the region, but it would be nice to have a
broader spectrum of course curricula.

♦

Retail services could be enhanced with more choices and better quality.
Since much of the population is commuting to larger city areas, purchasing is
also being done outside of Leeds-Grenville.

♦ Just-in-time delivery is a weakness for businesses in the area. It is difficult to
get specialized parts with a definite lead-time.

½ Opportunities
♦

Opportunity for each agency/government partner to pool the available money
within a budget for the entire region and help contribute towards an effective
marketing program.

♦ The smaller economic development offices have limited resources and
capabilities. There may be an opportunity to merge agencies, resources and
avoid duplication of effort.

¾ Threats
♦

It is a constant struggle to secure funding for marketing and promotion of the
area. Funding for the economic development process will be difficult.

♦

The UCLG is threatened by invisible borders between towns/townships/cities.
There must be an agreement to share common issues and problems. The
focus should be on “things that bind us, not divide us.”

♦

Relocating families may be deterred from coming into the region, as there are
not enough job opportunities and choices for the accompanying spouse.

♦

The workforce is clearly aging in the community. There is a need to pro-
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¾ Threats
actively seek out what training and skills will be needed in the future and
actively convey this to the younger generation who will be entering the
workforce.
♦

Many residents enjoy the quiet and rural environment of the UCLG. Growth
needs to be managed, balanced, stable and more importantly, controlled in
order not to threaten quality of life.

♦ The lack of availability of physicians in the region is critical. There are
currently doctors who are accepting no new patients. This becomes and will
continue to be a burden and concern for relocating families who will have to
travel to Ottawa or Kingston for healthcare.

RETAIL/COMMERCIAL SECTOR
The UCLG has a variety of retail/commercial areas/districts and residents are
patronizing these establishments for day-to-day goods. However, for many
purchases, the majority of residents are travelling outside the region to areas
such as Kingston and Ottawa.

+ Strengths
♦

Highway 416 has been positive for many communities and fostered growth in
many areas.

♦

The key for many downtown stores is to remain diverse. Brockville,
Merrickville & North Grenville have a strong downtown retail area and continue
to develop.

♦ Vision 20/20 has been a strong factor in raising awareness for many retail
businesses and has created a unity among the City itself.

– Weaknesses
♦

In order to reap the benefits of economic development, the population and
industry base needs to grow.

♦

Population in areas like Brockville are on the decline. This does not bode well for
economic development and relocation. Government services have tripled but
there doesn’t seem to be any growth.

♦

Labour is not cheap in the area and companies cannot compete globally.

♦

Retail sector affected by high municipal taxes and high wage rates.

♦ The downtown areas cannot compete with the trendy big box stores. There
needs to be a broader range of entertainment, shoe stores and movie theatres.
♦

Lack of a consistent marketing plan – one that involves marketing to the U.S.
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– Weaknesses
border towns. For example, 35% of the shoppers in Kingston are from the U.S.
Many Americans do not understand the exchange rate advantages.
♦

Food and beverage establishments need to be upgraded. It would be nice to
have a better variety and some fine-dining options.

♦

Residents need to be aware of what their own area offers and take advantage of
it. Some area residents who work in the retail sector don’t know area attractions
and can’t really promote tourist attractions although they have direct contact with
the tourists.

♦

Pressure for big box retail continues to be in North end of UCLG and/or 401
corridor out of downtown cores.

♦

Without an Official Plan, there is a minimal ability to direct growth-to-growth
centres; growth will occur where land-use policies are most permissive.

♦

Need for continued downtown revitalization:
- Kemptville in particular
- Entertainment facilities needed in Kemptville
- Hotel and conference facilities needed for Prescott and Gananoque
- Downtown core redevelopment required in Prescott.

♦

Lack of quality of place factors that attract young people and high tech workers:
Good nightlife
Other young people
Vibrant diverse downtowns
Top-end restaurants
Plentiful and varied employment opportunities
Cultural amenities

-

♦

Better marketing of existing retail areas required.
Little marketing of UCLG retail centers and places to spend Canadian dollar to US visitors
Lack of aggressive marketing
Need to create ‘shopping experiences’
Design improvements required where retail stores are on UCLG Roads as their main street

-

½ Opportunities
♦

Festivals and events continue to draw a lot of retail business in the downtown
cores and should be expanded upon.

♦ Residents would support new stores and diverse products. People in the
UCLG will travel long distances in order to get these goods.
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¾ Threats
♦

Big box stores continue to swallow up the smaller businesses.

♦ The UCLG needs to focus on what they can control and improve in each
community. Connectivity should be a priority. Broadband should be available
for all residents/businesses.

TOURISM SECTOR
Tourism is seen as a major asset and opportunity for the UCLG and one,
which will enhance quality of life, thereby having a positive impact on
economic development prospects for other sectors. While having a number
of key strengths to build on, there are some concerns to address.

+ Strengths
♦

Tourism is already a major force in the area. The UCLG has strong product
recognition across Canada because of the 1000 Islands, St. Lawrence River
and Rideau Canal.

♦

Location is an asset in drawing in American tourists. The addition of the new
casino will be an added advantage.

♦ The tourism community is very knowledgeable about their own niche markets.
However, further education and communication needs to be fostered among
tourism operators.

+ Weaknesses
♦

Outside of the Ontario East area, the UCLG is not known and can’t be
identified.

♦

There has been no new hotel development in the area. The number of new
hotel rooms has stagnated.

♦

There is limited money for marketing of the area. Efforts in controlling
marketing budgets have been good, and individual initiatives have been
effective (e.g., St. Lawrence Marketing Partnership). On a region-wide
perspective, a type of marketing function at the UCLG would be functional and
efficient. While current marketing initiatives should continue, this new
marketing function at the UCLG would provide added value.

♦

Partners need to be educated about product development and packaging.

♦ The travel information centre needs to be open year-round. When the centre
is closed it presents a clear message to tourists that the region is shut down
for the season.
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½ Opportunities
♦

Baby boomers will be a prime tourism market. They enjoy relocating to
smaller rural settings with leisure activities like golf and sightseeing. They will
need strong healthcare services and access to quality services.

♦

Growth can be obtained through branding and marketing of the area. The
unique areas of the UCLG need to be identified and highlighted. The Islands,
River and Canal need to be drawn upon. Perhaps three distinct areas could
be acknowledged: St. Lawrence, Rideau and the North.

♦

It makes sense to market the St. Lawrence River and Rideau Lakes area and
build on eco-tourism. Also, with the availability and knowledge of agriculture in
the area, it would be wise to strengthen the agri-tourism base.

♦

Shoulder season development is a priority. There is not a major concern
during the summer months as tourism operators and hotel accommodation are
frequently at capacity. Festivals and events can help to sustain the off-season.

♦

Types of activity could be packaged to meet travel, accommodation and
activity needs. It may be too confusing to market the geographic region as a
whole since it is so diverse. The focus should be to market the experience, not
each individual area. Tourists are already inundated with a vast supply of
travel guides for the area. There is a need for one booklet that shows
packaging for each season and lays out 1-3 day and 4-8 day trips, without
advertisements.

♦ Opportunity to leverage growth in Leeds and Gananoque due to casino.

- Could be excellent multiplier effects if the area is poised to capture the economic spin-offs
- Funds could expand municipal revenues (example of Brantford Casino funds helping to

renovate the downtown)

- Need to examine potential additional hotel and conference facilities.

♦

Expand tourism potential:
- Need for hotel in Prescott and related waterfront development.
- Further develop the cruise ship docking potential in Prescott and Brockville by marketing day

trip and ecotour packages.

- Develop weekend escape packages

♦
♦

Develop ecotour packages in relation to EOMF/ MNR in North Grenville and
linking into the Adirondack to Algonquin Axis.
Need for market identity for UCLG
- Revive the Rideau Heritage Trail as a drive, snowmobile and walking/ biking trail.
- Encourage B&B’s, antique stores, tearooms and other amenities and put together as a

marketing package.

- Identify villages along Highways 43 and 15 as key stopping points. Improve accessibility to

the Rideau River for non-boating tourists.

♦ Develop farm vacation packages.
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¾ Threats
♦

Lack of awareness – tourist operators need to be aware of what is going on
within the UCLG and take on a stronger role. The operators need to drive the
base and not put the onus on the government representatives.

♦ A tourism comprehensive inventory is needed with contact names, seasonal
information, hours of operation and details of the services they offer and
provide.
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4 – VISION, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES

This chapter includes the vision and mission statement for economic
development in Leeds-Grenville, along with objectives, key strategic
directions and specific economic development strategies.

VISION AND MISSION
A clear vision and mission for economic development in Leeds-Grenville must
be developed that will communicate the values and future direction of the
region. The vision should help unify the community and clarify future
directions for both internal and external audiences.
It is important that a clear commitment is received from the various partners
and that there is “buy-in” to the vision and mission from the County, the
business stakeholders, municipalities and residents.

Overall Vision Statement
The recommended economic development vision statement for LeedsGrenville sets the direction for the overall strategy:

Leeds-Grenville Economic Development Vision Statement
Leed-Grenville is a progressive place to locate and grow a business
supported by a high quality of life, rich cultural heritage, and unique
natural environment. The new economy will be diversified, have
strong high tech, knowledge-based, manufacturing and tourism
sectors, and build on the existing agricultural strengths.

Mission Statement for Economic Development
The mission statement represents the overall goal of the strategy.

Leeds-Grenville Economic Development Mission Statement
The Leeds-Grenville communities will work together to develop the
economy using an effective service delivery model. We will
undertake a well-managed approach to economic diversification and
growth that places a high value on cooperation and multistakeholder partnerships.
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Core Objectives
The following eight objectives for the strategy have been articulated by
stakeholders on the study Steering Committee:
1. To implement the recommendations of this economic development
strategy over the next several years.
2. To develop the necessary infrastructure to accommodate growth.
3. To maintain a business retention and attraction strategy, including the
retention and attraction of agri-businesses.
4. To achieve effective linkages between employer needs, college and
university curricula, and workforce skills.
5. To support the rural and agricultural economies through proactive
initiatives.
6. To effectively develop and promote the region’s well-recognized tourism
sector with a focus on the shoulder and winter seasons.
7. To stimulate population growth through immigration of skilled workers and
families.
8. To promote the development of a progressive knowledge-based
economy.

RECOMMENDED STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Based on the information of the S.W.O.T analysis, consultations with the
Steering Committee, and interviews with various stakeholders in the public
and private sector, including a wide range of community residents and
businesses in the UCLG, the following overall strategic directions are
recommended:
1. Enhance the County’s and the Leeds-Grenville region’s economic
development capability
2. Address key infrastructure requirements
3. Engage in sector-specific proactive economic development initiatives
4. Strengthen tourism development and promotion.
Specific strategies associated with each of these strategic directions are
described on the following pages.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
There are several specific strategies associated with each of the four overall
strategic directions. These are listed in the following tables, along with the
rationale and how they would be implemented.

1. Enhance the County’s and the Leeds-Grenville region’s
Economic Development Capability
Strategy

Rationale

1.1 Create an
economic
development and
marketing
function at UCLG.

To enhance coordination of economic
and community development initiatives
across the UCLG. While initiatives
have been strong in some areas, a
region-wide strategy could be
championed by the UCLG with this
new function. Therefore, current
projects and programs could continue
with the value-added of the UCLG
economic development function.

1.2 Implement the
new economic
development
strategy with
partners.

To date have not had a County-wide
economic development strategy to
follow. Specific sector groups and
sub-regions of the County would
benefit from Implementing a
comprehensive economic development
strategy.
Currently there is no County web site.

1.3 Undertake
UCLG website
development.

Implementation

1.4 Work to enhance
St. Lawrence
College/Kemptville
College curricula

There is a need to better enhance
skills and prepare residents for the
high-tech industry and a wider range of
jobs than at present.

1.5 Undertake a
County branding
initiative

Focus group and interview
respondents reported that LeedsGrenville is perceived as a political
entity rather than a destination area or
region with an image as a good place
to locate a business. If there is an
image it is of the 1000 Islands. The
image of the Rideau is of a small
section of Canal in Ottawa.
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• Joint funding of Leeds and
Grenville Economic Development
Committee.
• Have a County economic
development committee with staff
support to coordinate County-wide
economic development efforts.
• Better communication of economic
development among and across
sectors.
• Implement the mission, goals and
objectives of this strategy.
• Agree upon goals for the partners
such as the CDCs, tourism
network, retail, etc.
• Overview current websites
pertaining to UCLG. Develop a
main UCLG website covering
economic development, tourism,
retail, demographics, etc.
• Continue to focus on strong
partnerships with the colleges. Ongoing communications regarding
workforce skill requirements is
essential.
• Retain an image design firm that
will help Leeds-Grenville to secure
an image as a place that brings
together many positive attributes
and is both separate from, but also
supportive of, existing images of
the region.
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Strategy

Rationale

Implementation

1.6 Address underserviced industrial
areas of the
UCLG

Under-serviced communities need to
be identified and given aid to increase
service levels.

1.7 Initiate municipal
finance study

Need to better understand the
changing drivers of costs and
revenues in order to maintain a
competitive tax structure and
financially viable municipalities.

1.8 Review and
initiate a BR & E
expansion
program.

Much economic development within
any region comes from existing
businesses expanding and/or startingup new divisions and enterprises.

• Identify under-serviced
communities and work to leverage
funding sources from senior levels
of government to enhance
servicing.
• Seek funding commitments from
municipalities and Province.
Retain a qualified consulting team
and then implement
recommendations to create a
balanced tax base.
• Liase with OMAFRA and consider
implementing their BR+E program
in various communities within the
County where this has not already
occurred.

2. Address Infrastructure Requirements
Strategy

Rationale

2.1 Develop LeedsGrenville
gateway
highway signage

This initiative has reached a number of
roadblocks. It is important that the
tourists, residents, commuters
understand the importance of the
Leeds-Grenville name. Population
stats for the entire UCLG should
accompany the sign.
Some areas only have dial-up access
or none at all. This has been a sore
spot for many residents and a major
deterrent for relocating companies.
This is critically important and without it
growing companies will have to
relocate outside the county and new
businesses will be discouraged.
Partial funding has been allocated by
the City of Brockville; however,
additional money is needed for the
expansion. This would support
business retention and expansion and
help to attract new businesses.

2.2 Continue to
develop
bandwidth

2.3 Expand airport
runway to allow
small passenger
jets
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• Create new highway signs for
Leeds-Grenville to help unify the
entire region.

• Support and move forward on
implementing enhanced bandwidth
for the entire region on the basis of
public-private partnerships. This
will encourage home occupations,
knowledge-based businesses and
help businesses to expand within
the County.
• This should be a priority in the area
enabling development of a very
complete regional airport. A broadbased regional partnership
approach is needed. An OSTAR
application should be supported.
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Strategy

Rationale

Implementation

2.4 Undertake a
community
servicing
strategy across
Leeds-Grenville
to increase
water and sewer
capacity
2.5 Update the
Official Plans
within the
County and
inventory
serviced
industrial land

Goal is to have water and sewer
services provided to all communities
with particular focus on industrial parks
(e.g. Augusta). Drinking water supply
for Leeds and Grenville is vulnerable.

• Commission an engineering
consultant to do a water and sewer
servicing review with focus on the
needs of the centres with potential
to expand.
• Secure funding to implement key
recommended initiatives.

Some Official Plans are substantially
out of date and represent an
impediment to economic development
as does a lack of serviced industrial
land in key locations.

• Encourage municipalities to update
individual Official Plans.
• Undertake inventory of serviced
industrial land and identify needs.
• Coordinate this with the municipal
finance study to research business
taxation (noted in 1.7).

3. Sector-Specific Economic Development Initiatives
Strategy

Rationale

Implementation

3.1 Ensure
awareness of
who is doing
what in terms of
sector specific
initiatives.

Everyone needs to be on the same
page. Because the region is so vast it
will be very important that municipal
government staff and elected officials
understand the commitment and steps
required during the economic
development process. All key
government members/workers from all
the towns/township/cities/villages
should meet at least twice a year to
review and share information about
their sector-specific initiatives.

• Conscious effort should be made to
pull together the public sector &
businesses to review sector
specific economic development
mandates and activities as an
entire group. This will help to
ensure no misinterpretation of
actions/information and enable
enhanced partnerships and
synergies.
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Strategy

Rationale

Implementation

3.2 Further develop
centers for
biotech, health/
life sciences and
agricultural
research.

There is already an agricultural
academic program in the County
through the University of Guelph.
Eastern Ontario Model Forest now
conducts forestry and agro-forestry
research from Kemptville.
Many local farmers have adopted
specialty products – example of wild
boar niche market production (would
benefit from more knowledge).
One of the Brockville high-tech sector
industries is involved in biotech.
Kemptville is within commuting
distance to similar businesses in
Ottawa and Agriculture Canada
research facilities in Ottawa.

• Determine whether Agriculture
Canada would be willing to move
one of its divisions to Kemptville.
• Determine whether University of
Guelph would be willing to expand
its agro-tech and biotech faculties
in Kemptville.
• Determine if other universities
would also be willing to spin-off
ventures and locate in Brockville or
Prescott.
• Create local hospital and Eastern
Ontario hospital partnerships with
respect to opportunities in
life/health sciences ventures.

3.3 Bring Brockville
20/20 to the next
level

Revisit Brockville’s 20/20 plan and
update it. Push ahead with Brockville
being a centre for manufacturing, high
tech and tourism.
Computer software/ robotics training,
or perhaps a university satellite
campus in Brockville. Students could
be attracted by the better and less
expensive lifestyle in Brockville or
Prescott. Having a campus of
Carleton, Queens or Ottawa would
create a critical mass of students and
profs, for potential economic
development and entrepreneurial spinoffs. Also work with St. Lawrence
College on this.
The area is diverse with a wide range
of produce and arts/crafts. There is no
reason why this could not be
incorporated into a larger agri-retail
strategy. Products like maple syrup
could become synonymous with the
region.
To enhance the retail base of the
County by developing entertainment
complexes, discount outlet stores,
malls and hotels, automobile oriented
uses, outdoor recreation uses, big box
and commuter office supplies.

• Review and consistently monitor
the plan in the context of the new
framework for economic
development in the County.
• Take the necessary steps to plan
for technology incubators in the
area and Linkages Strategy.

3.4 Encourage
additional high
tech cluster
businesses
through
technology
incubators

3.5 Use agriculture
to the region’s
advantage.

3.6 Develop the
Highway 416
corridor & North
Grenville.
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• Create an outdoor farmers’ market
to house local produce and
arts/crafts.
• Promote farm gate sales.
• Expand and research the
development of agro-forestry.
• Develop intersections of Highway
416 in North Grenville and where
the highway intersects with other
destinations. Risk - potentially
removes businesses from
downtown cores of Brockville and
Prescott.
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Strategy

Rationale

3.7 Implement a
marketing
strategy to
attract
businesses from
Ottawa.

Continue linkage with Ottawa high tech
clusters. The Ontario government has
invested $1.16 million in North
Leeds/Lanark to create jobs and
services to link the Ottawa technology
cluster with the region. This is part of
a five-year rural economic
development program and part of the
OSTAR initiative.
Additional warehousing, custom
brokerages and a transfer station may
strengthen these businesses in relation
to the U.S. market.
Currently the downtown areas of many
of the County’s communities are in
need of enhancement/renewal.

3.8 Develop trucking
business
supports
3.9 Undertake
communities’
downtowns
development
program

Implementation
• Ottawa-Leeds/Grenville high tech
linkage programs should continue
to play a major role.
• Support and information should be
ongoing as these trading links are
created.
• Support independent strategies
that could be partnered.
• Gather the necessary statistics and
views from companies to tie-in
economic development actions and
their need for business growth.
• Work with the Province to facilitate
downtown renewal initiatives
including heritage preservation,
enhanced streetscaping,
landscaping and signage.

4. Strengthen Tourism Development and Promotion
Strategy

Rationale

Implementation

4.1 Develop the
County’s tourism
product & brand
rural areas
where tourism
identity lacking.

While the 1000 Islands and Rideau
corridors represent strong destination
area brands, many rural areas of the
County are left out. An awareness of
rural Leeds/Grenville must be
enhanced through some tourism
identity that will help tourists identify
part of the County.

4.2 Undertake
research to
better
understand the
County’s tourism
market.

There are no complete statistics on the
motivators of the Leeds/Grenville
tourist. Are tourists visiting the area
simply because of an existing tourism
product or do they want more?
(Cultural/historic sites, ecotourism,
retail, festivals, events, packaged
tours, bus trips, agri-tourism, education
tours, visiting friends/relatives)
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• Brand rural Leeds-Grenville for
tourism, develop new tourism
products and redevelop existing
ones, tying-in with the 1000 Islands
and Rideau brands.
• Find commonality in the tourism
product within the rural parts of the
region. Market the experience and
not solely the area.
• Need to implement a market
survey to aid in the next stage of
marketing the region.
• Consider the use of students to
work on this data collection and
presentation.
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Strategy
4.3 Initiate a hotel
development
plan.

4.4 Develop and
market
additional tourist
destinations
along the
Rideau Canal
corridor.
4.5 Encourage
cooperation
among scuba
diving operators
and other
services along
the St. Lawrence
River.
4.6 Promote farm
visits, farm
vacations, agritourism and ecotourism for
Ottawa
residents.
4.7 Further develop
Prescott,
Brockville and
Ganonoque as
tourist
destinations for
get-away
vacations and
cruise ship
business.

Rationale

Implementation

There have been hotel development
studies done in the southern part of the
region, but no new development has
occurred. Hotel development can also
use the addition of meeting space,
banquet/catering facilities & fine dining.
There are a wide range of
towns/townships along the Rideau that
could be marketed under the “Rideau”
branding. This would encourage retail,
tourism, and effectively provide
information about the individual areas
while uniting them.
Scuba diving has become a trendy and
sought after activity in the region.
Packaging of this activity with hotels
and transportation would be ideal.
Need to identify where the target
market is coming from and create a
marketing campaign around it.

• Revisit hotel development and a
possible conference centre
strategy. New hotel development
creates the impression that the
region is growing and business is
strong.
• Create a marketing program that
focuses on the Rideau Canal and
the associated town/townships and
the activities they offer.

The importance and vast knowledge of
the agriculture sector is a natural link
between tourism and the rural areas.
Ideally this can be created in the form
of educational tours from other schools
in the Ontario region.

• Link farmers, volunteers from the
4-H Club and Kemptville College
with tour groups and education
tours.

Prescott, Gananoque and Brockville
have port facilities for cruise ships.
There is much more potential for
developing these towns (and the rest
of Leeds and Grenville) as a tourist
destination. There needs to be places
to go once tourists arrive – perhaps
discount outlets, taking advantage of
the low Canadian dollar. Merge this
with the historic tourism destinations
within the area.

• Need to develop on-shore
packages (e.g., Fort Wellington).
• Possibility to link the cruises to
historic attractions and the new
casino.
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• Collect data and analyze the target
markets. Create a packaging
program that centres on the needs
of visiting divers.
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Strategy

Rationale

Implementation

4.8 Undertake winter
tourism
opportunities,
packaging and
promotion

Low shoulder seasons are problematic
for tourism in the region. However,
this area provides a very complete and
wide range of winter activities. These
are really tourism products that are
going unnoticed.

4.9 Increase
promotion of
shopping to the
US market

There is a very inconsistent marketing
campaign to the U.S. However, some
of the border towns are closer to the
U.S. than to the more northern towns
in the UCLG itself. Consistent
marketing with communication about
the benefits of the exchange rate
needs to be encouraged.
Keep the residents of Leeds/Grenville
informed about development with
pictures and notices on the website.
Support the idea that the casino is for
the benefit of the entire UCLG not just
the Gananoque/Brockville/Prescott
area.

• Packaging and promotion. Need a
seasonal tourism package booklet
that promotes activities. This
should not be set up by area, but
simply by activity with proprietor
name, contact information, rates
and an overview of services
provided. (This does not have to be
solely directed at winter season
activities. The booklet can be yearround and a one-step guide to
finding where one can enjoy a
certain activity.)
• Consistent marketing campaign to
the U.S. border towns.
• Provide information re Retail,
tourism activities through the
casino, which is expected to draw
many U.S. residents.

4.10 Support the
1000 Islands
Casino

4.11 Create a tourism
function for the
UCLG as a longterm goal.

At least one member from the UCLG
should be covering tourism media
relations, conducting research, liaising
with government/associations and
supporting the tourism infrastructure at
a municipal level.
Tourism data needs to be monitored
(for example, target markets, length of
stay, tourist demographics, historic site
visitation, etc) consistently to verify that
goals are being met and to seek out
where more marketing efforts are
needed.
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• Continue with website, radio and
news release updates.
• Prepare to have a complete
tourism booklet ready at the casino
with a part-time representative to
distribute information at a tourism
kiosk situated right in the casino.
• This position would also be key in
facilitating communication and
teamwork among tourism
proprietors.
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Strategy

Rationale

Implementation

4.12 Open the
Provincial
tourism
information
centre yearround

Tourism in Leeds/Grenville is not only
available in the summer/fall months.
The Province should be encouraged to
keep the tourism information centre
open year-round.

4.13 Develop new
golf courses

The area has a variety of golf courses.
This should be used be used to its
advantage and part of the tourism
packaging promotion booklet.

4.14 Encourage
development of
the Fantasia
Project

Continue to inform residents and the
entire region about the advantages of
having the Fantasia project.
Information should be freely promoted
throughout the entire region, as many
communities will benefit from acquiring
this development.
Both residents and tourists will
welcome additional dining options in
the area. St. Lawrence & Rideau
waterfront locations are preferred.

• Present the Province with a
proposal to have the centre open
year-round.
• Use part-time area students in the
tourism information office yearround.
• College/high-school students can
be given credit for a work program
or use this as part of their resume.
• There are also many volunteers &
semi-retired residents who would
be eager to promote their area.
• Promote the development of new
golf courses in the area to help with
overflow business.
• Present information on the range of
golf courses in a tourism packaging
booklet.
• Keep the community informed in
press releases, radio information
and website information regarding
the stages of development and the
benefits.

4.15 Encourage fine
dining
restaurants
development.
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• Promote the development of fine
dining restaurants in some key
tourist areas tied-in with historic
sites or new hotel developments.

5 – IMPLEMENTATION

This final chapter of the report prioritizes the various economic development
strategies outlined in Chapter 4, makes organizational recommendations, and
includes an Action Plan and preliminary proposed budget for County
economic development activities.

PRIORITIZATION OF STRATEGIES
In a workshop conducted in early April 2002, Steering Committee members
reviewed each of the economic development strategies and ranked them in
terms of their priority. Comments were also provided, where appropriate.
This is reported in the following tables shown for each of the four overall
strategic directions.

1. Enhance the County’s Economic Development Capability
Strategic Direction/Strategies

Priority/Comments

1.1 Create an economic development and
marketing function at UCLG.

High priority and should be one of the first
deliverables coming out of the economic
development strategy

1.2 Implement the new economic
development strategy with partners.

High priority, consistent with earlier priorities for
the development of an economic marketing
function.

1.3 Undertake UCLG website development.

High priority.

1.4 Work to enhance St. Lawrence
College/Kemptville College curricula
1.5 Undertake a County branding initiative

This is a high priority but it will be a large task
involving other agencies and authorities.
This is a high priority, but it should be initiated
at a later date.

1.6 Address under-serviced industrial areas of
the UCLG

High priority. However, this was seen to be a
practical exercise that could be completed in
the short term. Having serviced industrial
areas is a necessary prerequisite for attracting
jobs and a new labour force.

1.7 Initiate municipal finance study

This is a longer term priority as the
consideration of municipal financial impacts is
an ongoing process. Smart Growth
implications.
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1.8 Review and initiate a BR & E program.

High priority.

2. Address Key Infrastructure Requirements
Strategic Direction/Strategies

Priority/Comments

2.1 Develop Leeds-Grenville gateway
highway signage

Medium priority. However, it is important to tell
travelers of the activities off the 401.

2.2 Continue to develop bandwidth.

High priority.

2.3 Expand airport runway to allow small
passenger jets

High priority. Must continue with airport
runway for airport viability.

2.4 Undertake a community servicing strategy
across Leeds-Grenville to increase water
and sewer capacity
2.5 Update the Official Plans within the
County

High priority

High priority. The priority within the County
depends on the state of OP’s in each
municipality. Example of Rideau Lakes.
However, the Official Plans need to be much
more than land-use plans. They must be true
‘community plans’.

3. Sector-Specific Economic Development Initiatives
Strategic Direction/Strategies

Priority/Comments

3.1 Ensure awareness of who is doing what in
terms of sector specific initiatives.

This should be tied into the County’s proposed
new economic development and marketing
function. The task is seen to be practical and
short term.

3.2 Further develop centers for biotech,
health/ life sciences and agriculture
research.

High priority and the initiative is linked to both
‘value added agriculture’ and encouraging
high-tech clusters through incubators.

3.3 Bring Brockville 20/20 to the next level

High priority as the momentum for Brockville
2020 needs to continue. In addition, Leeds
and Grenville should be citing Brockville 2020
as an example of how to enhance the
economic development of other local
municipalities. Efforts should be made to
encourage other municipal strategic plans and
tie-in other strategic plans.
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Strategic Direction/Strategies

Priority/Comments

3.4 Encourage additional high tech cluster
businesses through technology incubators

High priority and linked with developing centers
for biotech/health/life/sciences.

3.5 Use agriculture to the region’s advantage.

Also high priority and linked with developing
centers for biotech/health/life/sciences.

3.6 Develop the Highway 416 corridor & North
Grenville.

High priority. However, there are really two
initiatives here. The first is developing the
Highway 416 corridor as a gateway to US 81
link from Ottawa consistent with Integrated
Transportation Association. The second
involves the further development of traffic
planning in relation to Kemptville and area.

3.7 Implement a marketing strategy to attract
businesses from Ottawa.
3.8 Develop trucking business supports
3.9 Undertake communities’ downtowns
development program

Lower priority for a later time.
Should be part of the BR & E strategy.
High priority and immediate, working with the
Province’s current initiative in this area.

4. Tourism Development and Promotion
Strategic Direction/Strategies

Priority/Comments

4.1 Develop the County’s tourism product &
brand in areas/regions where it may be
lacking.
4.2 Undertake research to better understand
the County’s tourism market.

Medium priority. Need to involve Ontario
Tourism Marketing Partnership and build on
momentum.
High priority. There are lists of what tourists
can do. However, there should be studies of
what they want to do in Leeds-Grenville.

4.3 Initiate a hotel development plan.

By itself, hotel development is a low priority.
However, it could be a medium priority if linked
to golf package holidays and casino getaway
packages.

4.4 Develop and market additional tourist
destinations along the Rideau Canal as
part of the Highway 29 corridor.

This is similar to the need to develop the
County’s tourism product & brand in areas that
it may be lacking. There also needs to be
promotion of camping and the Parks in LeedsGrenville.

4.5 Encourage cooperation among diving
operators and other services along the St.
Lawrence River.

This is similar to the need to develop the
County’s tourism product & brand in areas that
it may be lacking
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Strategic Direction/Strategies

Priority/Comments

4.6 Promote farm visits, farm vacations, agritourism and eco-tourism for Ottawa
residents.
4.7 Further develop Prescott and Brockville as
tourist destinations for get-away vacations
and cruise ship business.
4.8 Undertake winter tourism opportunities,
packaging and promotion
4.9 Increase promotion of shopping to the US
market

Medium priority and should be seen as part of
product development.

4.10 Support the 1000 Islands Casino
4.11 Create a tourism function for the UCLG as
a long-term goal.

Medium priority.
Medium priority. Need to involve Ontario
Tourism Marketing Organization and build on
momentum.

4.12 Open the Provincial tourism information
centre year-round
4.13 Develop new golf courses
4.14 Encourage development of the Fantasia
Project
4.15 Encourage fine dining restaurant
development.

This initiative is already being tried.

Medium priority.

Medium priority.
Medium priority with the focus being on tourists
in Syracuse, NY.

This is a current initiative by [water seals]?
High priority.
Medium priority and should be seen as part of
product development.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LEVELS OF EFFORT
As a framework for implementing the economic development strategies for
the UCLG, we have brought forward an approach we refer as “The Three
Rs”. This concept is illustrated in figures 5.1 and 5.2.
Figure 5.1: The Three R’s
RESOURCES

REWARDS

RISKS

Economic development
can be viewed as an
investment but it needs to
have resources allocated.
It has been our
experience that there is a
direct relationship
between resources
allocated and results
achieved.

You accomplish what you
can measure – we believe
that investments in
economic development
can be measured in terms
of jobs and assessment
created, as a result of the
resources allocated.

The competition for
investment is substantial.
There is the chance that
the program will not
achieve the desired
results, particularly in the
short run. Economic
development is a longterm program.

Source: Economic Growth Solutions Inc.
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As shown in Figure 5.2, it takes more resources to achieve higher rewards,
which are also associated with higher risks. Leeds-Grenville will focus on
being provincially competitive for some sectors (e.g., retail) and globally
competitive in others (e.g., high tech, manufacturing, tourism).
Figure 5.2:

The THREE R’s – Positioning the United Counties of Leeds and
Grenville
Status Quo
Scenario

Provincially
Competitive

Globally
Competitive

The United Counties
of Leeds & Grenville

RESOURCES

Source: Economic Growth Solutions Inc.

COUNTY-WIDE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONAL APPROACHES
Leeds-Grenville needs to ensure that it is well-organized to implement this
Economic Development Strategy and to liaise effectively with all of the
partners. Three alternative recommended organizational structures are
shown in Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5.
Alternative 1 (Figure 5.3) represents a full-fledged economic development
organizational structure for the County and involves adding two new full-time
positions in a new UCLG Economic development Office (initially on a contract
basis) to help coordinate partnerships and strategy implementation on a dayto-day basis.
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Figure 5.3:

Alternative 1 – Proposed Full-Fledged County Economic
Development Organizational Structure

County Council

Economic Development
Committee
County CAO

Economic
Development Manager

Tourism Coordinator

Admin Support Staff

Source: Economic Growth Solutions Inc.

The Economic Development Manager would be responsible for all of the
County’s economic development initiatives, including implementation of this
Economic Development Strategy. The Tourism Coordinator position would
focus on tourism development, marketing/promotion and packaging activities
and partnerships. Core responsibilities of the two new positions are as
follows:
♦ Economic Development Manager. This individual would undertake the
following roles:

Implementation

•

Manage the County’s economic development function on a day-to-day
basis

•

Coordinate the partners in the economic development process

•

Liaise with key businesses and investor prospects on behalf of the
County and economic development stakeholders

•

Provide appropriate contact information to interested businesses and
entrepreneurs and ensure that they are put in touch with the right
partners to implement their plans

•

Undertake/coordinate research on business and market trends
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•

Liaise with provincial and federal ministries, departments and
agencies involved in economic development.

♦ Tourism Coordinator. We have recommended strategies which require
dedicated manpower to help initiate and coordinate the various tourism
partnerships involved. This coordinator position should be designed to
fulfil these roles:
•

Facilitate enhanced tourism branding of the rural areas of the County,
working in partnership with the 1000 Islands and Rideau corridor
initiatives

•

Work with partners to develop and market tourism products and
packages

•

Serve as a regional point of contact for festivals/events,
meetings/conventions and conferences planners

•

Help to secure/coordinate sports events and tournaments.

Alternative 2 (Figure 5.4) represents a scaled-down economic development
function without the tourism coordinator position. Coordination of tourism
initiatives would need to be handled by the Manager and administrative
support staff person.
Figure 5.4:

Alternative 2 – Proposed County Economic Development
Organizational Structure without Tourism Coordinator
County Council

Economic Development
Committee
County CAO

Economic
Development Manager

Admin Support Staff
Source: Economic Growth Solutions Inc.
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Alternative 3 (Figure 5.5) represents a minimal economic development
function configuration for the County. This would consist only of a single staff
person – an economic development officer. Administrative support would
have to be shared with other functions at the County.
Figure 5.5:

Alternative 3 – Proposed Basic County Economic Development
Organizational Structure
County Council

Economic Development
Committee
County CAO

Economic
Development Officer

Source: Economic Growth Solutions Inc.

ACTION PLAN
While implementation of the economic development strategies and
opportunities will occur over the next several years, first year Action Plan
steps are critical. We have outlined the key steps or actions which should
take place over the next twelve months to implement this Economic
Development Strategy effectively, as shown in Figure 5.6 and described in
the following paragraphs.

1. Adopt Economic Development Strategy. As a first step to initiate the
implementation process, the study Steering Committee and County
Council must adopt the Strategy in principle. This does not mean that
every detail in this document should be adopted verbatim, but rather that
the key directions, strategies and recommendations are embraced as a
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basis for moving forward with the economic development of the County.
The Steering Committee should take on the role of an Implementation
Committee.

2. Launch Economic Development Strategy at industry presentation.
This event is already tentatively scheduled for June of 2002 and is
intended as business stakeholders and media launch of the LeedsGrenville Economic Development Strategy. Business and community
stakeholders from throughout the region and the media should be in
attendance. Media coverage will help to create awareness of the
County’s new proactive economic development approach.
Representatives of all levels of government should also be present,
including County, municipal, provincial and federal government officials.
3. Develop and adopt new image/identity for the County. This branding
process (as recommended in the strategies of Chapter 4), if successful,
will create significant implementation momentum for the Economic
Development Strategy. Once developed, the new logo/identity must be
officially adopted by the County.
4. Secure funding commitments/partner participation for key strategies
and opportunities. Virtually all of the economic development strategies
recommended in Chapter 4, potentially involve a number of different
partners including the County. Potential funding sources should be
identified and key funding support secured for initial priority initiatives as
part of this task. These funding commitments will vary widely by strategy
and project and, in many cases, will be public-private partnerships.
Contributions may be in the form of funding dollars, technical assistance,
or human resources, depending on the partner.
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Figure 5.6:

First Year Action Plan
Timing (2002/03)

Action Plan Step

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

1. Adopt Economic Development Strategy
2. Launch Economic Development Strategy
at industry presentation
3. Develop/adopt new image/identity for the
County
4. Secure funding commitments/partner
participation for key strategies and
opportunities
5. Form appropriate partnerships for
implementation
6. Initiate County image and awareness
activities
7. Implement strategies to enhance
economic development capability
8. Implement infrastructure enhancement
strategies
9. Implement sector-specific economic
development initiatives
10. Implement tourism development and
promotion strategies
11. Undertake monitoring and evaluation
Source: Economic Growth Solutions Inc.

5. Form appropriate partnerships for implementation. The range of
partners potentially involved was described earlier. The purpose of this
task is to liase with and engage the partners in the implementation of this
Economic Development Strategy, working closely with the
Implementation Committee and appropriate UCLG staff.
6. Initiate County image and awareness activities. It is important that the
County’s new image/identity, once developed, is quickly implemented in
all of County’s communications by printing appropriate updated
promotional materials, press releases, letterhead and even developing
County gateway signage with the new logo/identity at entrances to the
region on the major highways (especially 401).
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7. Implement strategies to enhance economic development capability.
These strategies are critical for setting the stage for a coordinated
County-wide economic development initiative. Therefore, establishment
of the new economic development and marketing function at the County,
along with broader County corporate and organizational planning, are
important first steps to initiate. This should be followed by implementation
of the branding strategy, serviced industrial areas strategy, and municipal
finance study.
8. Implement infrastructure enhancement strategies. Key components
of infrastructure were identified as priority strategies and should be
implemented in this Action Plan step. This includes Leeds-Grenville
highway signage, continued development of bandwidth throughout the
County, expansion of the runway at the Brockville-1000 Islands Airport,
community servicing strategy, and updating of Official Plans throughout
the County. While these initiatives would be commenced in the short
term, some of them will be ongoing for many months.
9. Implement sector-specific economic development initiatives. The
priorities here would be to initiate further development of centres for biotech, health/life sciences and agricultural research, to build on the existing
strengths in these activities. Taking Brockville’s vision 20/20 to the next
level is another short-term implementation priority, along with
encouragement of additional high-tech businesses through the use of
technology incubators. The business retention and expansion program
would be another important short-term focus.
10. Implement tourism development and promotion strategies.
Important short-term priorities include the tourism branding and market
research strategies noted in Chapter 4. This should be followed by
continued efforts to initiate strategic hotel development and to develop
and market additional tourism activities along the Rideau and St.
Lawrence River corridors. Supporting the development of the new 1000
Islands Casino and the planned Fantasia Project will also be important
implementation priorities in the short term.
11. Undertake monitoring and evaluation. The way in which
implementation progress can be monitored on an ongoing basis, and the
effectiveness of the various economic development initiatives measured,
must be clearly established and agreed to by the key stakeholders and
partners. As well, the resources and capability to undertake the
appropriate measurements and evaluations must be put in place, making
use of appropriate indicators.
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Each year the Implementation Committee should oversee the preparation
of an annual Economic Development Work Plan, indicating specific
strategies, projects and other initiatives to be implemented during the
coming year. Possible measurements of progress could include:
•

Changes in employment levels in the County (based on employment
data from HRDC)

•

Numbers of new jobs created, especially in targeted sectors (e.g. high
tech, manufacturing, tourism, agriculture)

•

Numbers of new businesses established

•

Progress achieved implementing various development projects

•

Progress relative to the specific tasks laid out in the annual Work Plan

•

Partner participation in the various UCLG economic development
initiatives.

PRELIMINARY PROPOSED BUDGET
This Strategy provides a blueprint for economic development in LeedsGrenville over the next 5-10 years. To effectively implement the specific
recommendations will require County dedicated economic development
human and financial resources, as noted earlier. Figure 5.7 provides
preliminary order-of-magnitude estimates of the key incremental budget
requirements.
Figure 5.7:

Estimated First Year Strategy Implementation Incremental
Budget Requirements for UCLG – Full-Fledged Function

Incremental Budget Item
Developing new County branding

$25,000

Implementing new branding in communications
and marketing/promotional materials

$35,000

County image/awareness promotion

$30,000

Incremental staffing requirements (2 F/T
positions; admin. support)

Implementation

Estimated
Cost $

$140,000

Web site enhancements

$8,000

Festivals/events coordination expenses

$3,000

Tourism development coordination expenses
(incl. travel, research)

$10,000

Miscellaneous office expenses ($2,000/month)

$24,000

Other research and professional services

$20,000
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Totals:

$295,000

Source: Preliminary estimates by Economic Growth Solutions Inc.

It should be noted that funding of the preceding budget items would need to
acquired from a range of potential public and private sector sources in
partnership with the County and economic development stakeholders, as
appropriate. The best prospects would likely include the Ministry of
Economic Development and Trade, Industry Canada’s PEMD-I Program,
possible partnership funding from the Community Futures Development
Corporations within the region, potential partnerships with some of the
municipal economic development offices in the region, and possible funding
assistance from Human Resources Development Canada.

Implementation
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APPENDICES
A – Focus Group Summaries

APPENDIX A: FOCUS GROUP SUMMARIES

LEEDS-GRENVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN
MANUFACTURING/INDUSTRIAL FOCUS GROUP WORKSHOP
Monday, February 11, 2002 – 8:00am - 10:00 am
Spring Valley Community Centre, Elizabethtown

PARTICIPANTS
Name
Garry Churchill
Leslie Bain-Yorke
Tom Russell
Arze Hoogenboom
Gord Cameron
Lisa Taylor
Chris Puddicombe
John Doherty
David Beatty
Eric Martin
George Vail

Organization
Trillium Healthcare Products
HRDC
1000 Islands CDC
Town of Smith Falls
Hewitt Brockville
St Lawrence Printing
MEDT
Valley Heartland
Canarm
JAE Automation
Augusta Township

Consultants from Economic Growth Solutions Inc.:
• John Murray
• Darlene Nakamura

SUMMARY OF ISSUES DISCUSSED
Issues/Strengths/Weaknesses/Observations:
• No high speed connection, cost and availability issues, some areas only have
dial-up access
• North Grenville, Prescott (and rural areas) have no broadband
• Communication problems; 2 hour radius for receiving info/news in the Brockville
area and 4 hour radius in the Prescott area
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Government should provide accessibility to broadband and have local companies
compete as ISP’s, not a monopoly on the services
Companies will be more inclined to set-up in the area if we have broadband
Larger companies/professional people do not want to locate to smaller
towns/rural areas
Younger people will commute to/from Ottawa and larger urban areas to further
their careers
Lack of job opportunities in the area, lack of varied career paths for changing
career choices
Spouses cannot find work in the area in their own professions
North Kemptville is booming due to the overflow from Ottawa, both
work/residences are expanding (20 min from Ottawa)
Augusta Industrial Park is a great location, but lacks sewer/water facilities
North Grenville has the availability of these services and more
There are companies that want to move out of Ottawa, but areas don’t have the
services in place
Tax base could increase if the residential base increased
Water/sewage services are at capacity or non-existent for some areas; this is
fundamental for a regional strategy to attract new businesses/industries
Augusta maintains a 20-year plan for industrial/commercial growth in a
designated area where the most growth will occur, planning for this growth and
adapting to it
Location factors for businesses: access to customers, close to Montreal and US
markets and acting as a domestic supplier at the seaboard
Subdivisions help support the tax base and provide money for facilities (e.g.,
schools)
Local ownership is a strength, but non-local companies/businesses are the
weakness as they can leave at a moment’s notice (especially when the parent
company is from another country)
Some companies in the area were created by other ones closing, (e.g., Camlor,
Northern Cables)
Lack of red tape in the area is a strength
Process of developing a company is easier
Land prices, cost of living, quality of life, infrastructure is all positive
Local municipalities do not have enough money to keep up the highways, water,
sewers, etc.
Must get away from the “area is backwards” stigma
Education must have a strong infrastructure
Education taxes for Smith Falls are some of the highest in the province; however,
high school was graded poorly in the Eastern Ontario jurisdiction
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Taxes are high for many businesses, especially industrial
Some businesses have gone to the U.S. because of tax breaks, relocation
bonuses and tax-free incentives
Subsidies poorly affect profit margins for these companies in the long-run
UCLG has to take the lead because they have the credibility
Must have a regional focus
Linkages Project: focuses on the Ottawa area and how the smaller area supply
these companies, create the links
Communities need to be congratulated on how well manufacturing works in the
area, (e.g., 1999, Business of the Year Award)
Opportunity to centralize the economic development office in Leeds Grenville into
one
CDC would be interested in investigating the possibilities
There are partners out there to help with partnerships, funding, staffing
Coordination from the UCLG is important – they must take on the responsibility of
tourism, planning, economic development, etc.

Labour Force:
• Lack of mobility with the labour force
• Hard to get last minute supplies (e.g., computer/office supplies)
• Salary range expectations are very high from other areas of the Province and
sometimes can’t be matched in the area
• East coast and Northern Ontario are easier to recruit because of lower salary
expectations
• Trade/blue collar workers are stable, productivity is good
• Unionized workers may be getting higher wages, but there is lower turnover
• Manufacturing provides high wages for the area (so there must be a distinct layer
of lower paying jobs in the area to bring down the reported wage averages)
• Smaller companies can’t compete with the employee benefits of the larger
companies
• Strength of smaller businesses form the backbone of the community
• If people commute outside the area, they spend outside the area
Trends:
• Growth from within (expansions) has been strong
• No new growth from outside – new businesses are not settling here
• Companies are becoming more global and putting them in lower cost centres
• U.S. industry is becoming more centralized rather than increasingly globalizing
themselves
• Need to position businesses for Quebec and New York markets
• Opportunities to market to the North East and U.S.

Focus Group Summaries
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Additional Comments:
• Manufacturing Association meets 3-4 times a year, but doesn’t have any real
goals/objectives, nor direction, needs a coordinator/organizer
• Smaller companies can learn from the larger companies by “best practices”
• Good strategy to organize these groups by sector
• Historically, agriculture has driven the set-up of the population of the towns
• Linking manufacturing and agriculture is vital
• Raw processing of agricultural produce is a trend that is shifting
• Ottawa/Kingston has a wealth of healthcare and specialists

Focus Group Summaries
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LEEDS-GRENVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN
PUBLIC/COMMUNITY FOCUS GROUP WORKSHOP
Monday, February 11, 2002 – 4:00pm - 6:00 pm
Grenville Community Development Centre, Prescott

PARTICIPANTS
Name
Ann Weir
Bill Curwoe
Don Cameron
Carlene MacDonald
Robert Lawn
Sandra Lawn
Peter Martin
Norm Ruttan
Sandra Wright
Wendy Cuthbert
Heather Lawless
Terry O’Reilly
Mary Kate Lapher
Margaret Wicklum
Jennifer Barton

Organization
Brockville Citizen
Kemptville College
Leeds Grenville Physician Recruitment
Town of Prescott, Mayor
Sandra Lawn and Assoc
Township of Edwardsburgh/Cardinal
Watershed Nature and History Network
LAFLG Training Board
Brockville General Hospital
GCDC
Pricedex Software
Merrickville Public Library
Brockville Public Library
OMAFRA

Consultants from Economic Growth Solutions Inc.:
• John Murray
• David Hardy
• Darlene Nakamura

SUMMARY OF ISSUES DISCUSSED
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perception that government supports studies, but the reports sit on the shelf
Struggling to get funding for marketing and promotion – funding for economic
development is difficult
If each agency/group (governing partners) can contribute some money, we could
work together within a budgeted amount
Need more public communication from the municipal government re. economic
development
Communications, reporting, local development are important
The final outcome must be related to jobs for our own municipalities
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Must be a clear difference between expense and investment
Kemptville College is providing new skills and education/training for young
people so that they don’t have to go to Toronto, Ottawa, and have a reason to
stay in the rural communities
Focus on the skills people need in the rural communities so that that they can
realistically use these skills in the area
Research and preservation of the environment are important
Need for money for training/education
Number of communities in the Leeds Grenville are not clearly defined
Must agree on the common issues/problems among the communities – “things
that bind us, not divide us”
Need agreement of all the towns/municipalities to buy into the report/strategy
Number of groups, agencies, social services, conservation groups are very active
– 125 conservation groups in the area
Networking has been strong between groups
We spend over $1.0 million toward economic development in the area (CDC, 2
econ dev agencies – Gananoque and Brockville, Chamber of Commerce)
Workforce is stable, low turnover, workers are loyal
St Lawrence Tourism Marketing Partnership helps to connect the St. Lawrence
East-West corridor, but we may be concentrating too much on the River towns –
how about Smith Falls and northern areas?
Need to establish natural tourism partnerships to pull everyone together
Ontario East Travel Association is membership-based
Local, provincial, federal interest in habitats, lots of wildlife in the area, habitats
keep the areas connected
One of the 11 model forests in Ontario
Charleston Lake Provincial Park is an asset
Area covers a lot of the Canadian Shield
Quality of life is great – clean air, clean water, low crime rates, low cost of living –
interest and sincerity of the people is strong; wonderful lakes, rivers, parks
St. Lawrence water is of good quality, but water in other areas is vulnerable
All of the Leeds Grenville area is considered “extremely vulnerable” regarding
underground water supply
Post-secondary education is a weakness, not a lot offered
Other weaknesses? We could have better shopping, most of us have to
commute, community promotion and communication (radio/newspaper) needs to
be better
Brockville area hospital has a large catchment area, not just Brockville. New
radiology dept, telehealth systems linked with 19 hospitals, capital project

Focus Group Summaries
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renovations; have an educated workforce; older, post-secondary students come
to the hospital, 24 acute mental health beds at the hospital.
Do have ability to respond to human capacity issues, health, mental, volunteers
Spirit of volunteers and community shows the character of the area
Need to find available jobs for spouses coming into the community
Facing an aging workforce: need to know what skills/training companies need
and provide this info to schools
Smaller economic development offices have limited resources, but together they
could build on one agency for the region
Niche marketing could be beneficial
Children/senior services at the libraries are trendy
One of strongest historical contexts in Canada is in the Leeds Grenville area,
architecture can be promoted
Fisheries are strong
Fort Wellington, Rideau Canal, Fulford Place Mansion are strong attractions
Growth should be modest, stable, controlled and balanced in the communities –
we need to manage the growth
Need to balance jobs with economic development
Area is difficult to supply, just in time delivery doesn’t work well
Technology is an engine of growth, but not the sole entity
Difficult to get physicians in the area; no doctors in the area are accepting new
patients; since Sept 2000, 42 physicians were recruited
Desperately need high speed access
Need info for new people moving into the area – vacancy rates, sq footage costs
on buildings, % of people going to university, demographic stats
Dupont is a good example of a proactive company in the region
Needs skills/training in place with the large retirement component of the
workforce looming for many companies – need to recognize the shortages before
they happen
Vision, direction, leadership are very important
Need accountability and results

Focus Group Summaries
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LEEDS-GRENVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN
AGRICULTURE FOCUS GROUP WORKSHOP
Monday, February 11, 2002 – 7:00pm – 9:00 pm
Joshua Bates Centre, Athens

PARTICIPANTS
Name
Peter Conway
Herb Scott
Cathy Willoughby
Bill Curwoe
Charlene Renkema
Dave McLaughlin
Robb Irvine
Bill French
Bruce Moore
Don Cameron
Harold Grier
Ryan Brophy
Adrian Wynands
Velma Kilsey
Wilmer Willis
Sarah Rosolen

Organization
Rural Leeds 2000
Township of Athens
Grenville Fed of Agric
Kemptville College
Leeds Fed of Agric
Leeds Fed of Agric
Leeds Fed of Agric
Agric Support Centre
OMAFRA
Leeds Grenville, Warden
Grenville Fed of Agric
Grenville Fed of Agric
Lyndhurst
Seeley Bay
Big Rideau Lake Assn

Consultants from Economic Growth Solutions Inc.:
• John Murray
• David Hardy
• Darlene Nakamura

SUMMARY OF ISSUES DISCUSSED
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong networking community, people getting out to meetings and getting back
with info
BR &E has been a priority in the area
Intercommunication between agriculture and big towns like Brockville is poor
Farms have become larger and productivity has increased
Trend for more capital investments into farms
Livestock farms are generating good receipts, but need a very large investment

Focus Group Summaries
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Farming community does not look favourably at rural residence building (e.g.,.
subdivisions)
Partnership concentration is more diverse as compared to other areas
58 years old is average age of farmers in the area
Rural parcels of land are available, but city dwellers are coming East to retire in
the area
Niche farm marketing is an opportunity, however, costly and time-consuming
Rideau System and St. Lawrence’s delicate ecological environment in the area
Many of the farms in the area are diverse
Economically diverse products are good for the community
There is an opportunity to market locally, need to get back to the local market
first, rather than focusing on too large a scale
Farming infrastructure affected by global problems and forces farmers to
compete globally
Quebec market creates unwanted competition
There is no control over the individual markets for each farm – sometime
products must travel to or be distributed from Toronto to reach our own areas
Farmers are very knowledgeable and know the quality of our products
Majority of farmers have gone through Kemptville College
Potential in bio-diesel and ethanol alternative fuels
Good employment generated by maple syrup
General lack of understanding agriculture
Public seems to think that farms are polluting water/land
Laws are allowing people to build homes beside farms; uncurtailed development
beside farms is becoming a threat
Agriculture and rural areas are precious and historic and need to be balanced
with growth
Infrastructure is needed
Entrepreneurial spirit is alive
If your Environment Assessment Plan passes, you should be able to run your
operation freely
Need a better marketing system
Large cash crops are becoming direct exports
Local small farms are complementary to the local market and a good commercial
base
Niche marketing need more exposure – organic represents a strong opportunity
Need to create secondary jobs, (e.g., distribution)
Some stores are not showing local produce of the area
Needs to identify Leeds Grenville with one certain product
Big box retailers are dampening local small family businesses

Focus Group Summaries
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Average farm is still a family farm size
Opportunity for a farmer’s market, year-round, indoor
Would be helpful to have education programs in the public schools, high schools
– volunteers could educate, limit to hobby farms
Opportunity to promote eco-agri tourism
Net farm income needs to be increased
Provincial government needs to work on a cost of production formula, (e.g., it
costs x amount of $ to produce one calf)
Trade/agriculture programs have not been welcome in schools
Tourism needs to promote agriculture
Branding issues of the area
We don’t need big farms, just keep the ones we have
Very close knit community
Focus on keeping the small businesses in the community, when we lose a large
company it virtually wipes out a lot of jobs in the region, less impact with a
smaller company
99% of farmers are farming by choice

Focus Group Summaries
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LEEDS-GRENVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN
TOURISM FOCUS GROUP WORKSHOP
Tuesday, February 12, 2002 – 9:00am - 11:00 am
Grenville Community Development Centre, Prescott

PARTICIPANTS
Name
Christy Keyes
Terry Butler
Wendy Chapman
Lois Nichols
Linda Carr
Marianne Cooper
Pam Buell
Ann Weir
Craig Worden
Mary Eaton
Bill Pakeman
Betty Slack
Zully Hemani
Matt Malcaly
Heather Lawless
Renata Kimmerly
Jim Franchetto
Pat Dewar
Laura Good
Bill Gibbons
Rob Hunter
Robert Lawn
Cathy McHugh
Peter Dunn
Pam Buell
Ann Weir
Craig Worden

Organization
1000 Islands Gananoque Chamber
North Grenville Chamber
North Grenville Chamber
North Grenville ED
Rural Leeds/Rideau Lakes
Grenville Park/Prescott/ Johnstown
Parks Canada
Brockville, citizen
Tourism Prescott
MTCR
Prescott Chamber, past President
1000 Islands B&B Assoc, Misty Pines, Brockville Chamber
Parkway Islands Inn, Gananoque
Parkway Islands Inn
GCDC
McAuley Motel, Prescott
Watershed, Gananoque
Prescott COFC/Tourism Prescott
Gibbons Family Farm
Rideau Lakes Environment/Info Centre
Prescott, Mayor
McHugh-Comm Mktg, Brockville Tourism Advisory
Brockville Arts Centre
Parks Canada
Brockville, citizen
Tourism Prescott
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Consultants from Economic Growth Solutions Inc.:
• John Murray
• David Hardy
• Darlene Nakamura

SUMMARY OF ISSUES DISCUSSED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Majority of the trade flows North-South
Largest trading partner is the US/Japan
Baby boomers are ruling – like to golf, travel, relocate to smaller areas
Have access to good financial services
Adequate healthcare and nursing homes
Need to partner infrastructures within/outside of communities
Perception that no one has heard of Leeds Grenville
# of new hotel rooms has stagnated, no new hotels in the area
Need branding, but not part of the Ottawa concentration
Highlight the unique areas
Market 3 distinct areas: St Lawrence, Rideau and North
Focus on the major strength of the Islands and River
There is limited money for marketing of the area
Makes sense to market the St. Lawrence and build on ecotourism
Rideau Lakes is important
Need shoulder season development
Focus on the experiences, not the geographic location
Build on winter tourism/product
Focus on the type of activity/experience
Packaging is needed (travel, accommodation, activities)
Need a web page for the whole of Leeds Grenville
Leeds Grenville has a political connotation rather than a tourism image
Market opportunity – “St Lawrence-Rideau”
Product development is essential
Educate the partners
Summer is not a real concern as area hotels are close to 98% occupancy then
Operators need to drive the product base, not the government
Need a complete inventory of tourism businesses –who, when they are open,
what they offer
Festivals/events can sustain the off-season
Have too many travel guides for region (confusing to tourists)
Need a booklet that shows packaging for each season, set into 1-3 day and 4-8
day trips, with no advertisements
ATV’s could be better marketed

Focus Group Summaries
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Funding programs, matching dollar programs for funding, OMAFRA, O-Star rural
development should be leveraged
Need consolidation and buy-in from businesses/operators
Need to keep the tourist info centres open year-round
Agri-tourism for smaller hobby farms
Link the farmers and the tourism groups
Ferguson Forest Centre – ships seedlings, educational experience in North
Grenville
Frontenac-access arch, connective corridor for species movement
Possible marketing of astronomy (Crosby, ON)
Let operators know that there is a chance to list your operation (free of charge)
on the OTMP website
Need a full-time tourism person at the UCLG
This group is planning to meet again on Tues, March 12 @ 10:00 am-12:00 pm,
at Parkway Islands Inn in Gananoque

Focus Group Summaries
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LEEDS-GRENVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN
RETAIL/COMMERCIAL FOCUS GROUP WORKSHOP
Tuesday, February 12, 2002 – 12:00pm –2:00 pm
Joshua Bates Centre, Athens

PARTICIPANTS
Name
Cathy Casselman
Kim Welburn
Rob Hunter
Karyn Ostafichuk
Peter Conway
Mike Shamersek
Jarvis Peacock

Organization
DBIA Brockville
DBIA, GBTA, Village Rose
Dry Dock, Portland
Township of North Grenville
Rural Leeds 2000
Brockville Shopping Centre
Jarvis Design & Display

Consultants from Economic Growth Solutions Inc.:
• John Murray
• David Hardy
• Darlene Nakamura

SUMMARY OF ISSUES DISCUSSED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population and industry needs to grow
Taxes are now 5 times more than in 1999
Big box stores are swallowing-up the smaller businesses
There is less population in Brockville in 1999
Government services are tripled, so why hasn’t there been growth?
Too many government services in the area
Cheap labour is not available
Companies can’t compete with the global market
Downtowns can’t keep pace with the trendy/niche stores
Kemptville and regional shopping areas are developing
Influence of Highway 416 has created good growth areas
Downtowns are experiencing difficulties
Brockville downtown is doing well with new parking policy (2 hour free parking)
Celtic Festival, Ribfest, Buskers Festival stimulated a lot of retail business
Diversity of the downtown Brockville stores is strong
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Brockville downtown revitalization slated for 2003 – could be a temporary
weakness as businesses may not want the inconvenience of work being done
outside of their stores, but longer term significant benefits
Smith Falls has developed a nice retail area
Vision 20/20 has been very helpful
What happened to the hotel development on the waterfront in Brockville?
Should actively market the low Cdn dollar – need a consistent marketing plan
35% of Kingston shoppers are from the US
Need some better F&B establishments in Brockville
UCLG has a role in cooperative ventures, but why make another role/layer – “we
do not need another desk”
UCLG needs to focus on what they can control and what they can improve in
each community
Lots of fibre optics running, but nothing is connected (e.g., broadband)
UCLG needs to better support services like connectivity
Shopping areas need to be unique for each community
Some residents don’t adequately enjoy their own area and take advantage of it;
some residents who work in the stores are unaware of area attractions and can’t
really promote tourism
North Grenville is booming, Hwy 416 – UCLG estate homes, good lifestyle
Need a movie theatre, entertainment, shoe stores

Focus Group Summaries
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LEEDS-GRENVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLAN
HIGH TECH FOCUS GROUP WORKSHOP
Tuesday, February 12, 2002 – 3:00pm - 5:00 pm
Spring Valley Community Centre, Elizabethtown

PARTICIPANTS
Name
Terry O’Reilly
Dave Chartrand
Ben TeKamp
Dale Shannon
Nigel White
Ian Johnston
Colin Carson
Jarvis Peacock
Peter White
Vic Allen
Clift White
Hans Dureleyers
Lorraine Carter
Dean Logie

Organization
Pricedex Software
Northern Cables
City of Brockville
Upper Canada DSB
Augusta Township
Rural Leeds 2000
Township of North Grenville
Jarvis Design & Display
Upper Canada Networks
Upper Canada Networks
Eastern Independent Telecom
Eastern Independent Telecom
St Lawrence College
PensaTech Solutions

Consultants from Economic Growth Solutions Inc.:
• John Murray
• David Hardy
• Darlene Nakamura

SUMMARY OF ISSUES DISCUSSED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strength of quality of life and workforce
High tech? Not limited to but includes: global services, software side, 1 hour
from a major national airport, telecommunications
Industry continues to develop and attract additional high tech companies, but still
weak
Diversity problem with the rural areas and growing larger urban areas
Common interest/goals is an opportunity
Need some new suppliers in the area
Broadband needs to be widespread to help continue growth/development
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Need to cluster high tech companies for staffing
Disunited UCLG is not helpful for the whole area
Need to integrate actions, rather than opposing the issues that divide us
We are at a strategic location and close to Ottawa, take advantage of it
Bandwidth is key for community binding – can’t be built by private sector alone,
needs to be affordable
Stress entrepreneurial experience to help start-up companies and young people
within UCLG
Need to instil an affection for the UCLG through the people who live here
Workers don’t want to commute to or leave Ottawa
Companies are inundated with resumes – recruiting through word-of-mouth and
from other companies, retention is good
Training programs have been very successful
Need to develop other diverse skill sets
Relocating labour force are in their 30’s – companies looking for work experience
and people who are looking to cut back on jumping from job to job, perhaps
limiting careers
Shortage of trade workers
Local workforce is looking within their own jurisdiction
Location is not a negative issue
Companies who are closing down near Ottawa are not coming down into our
region
Economic development needs to be ongoing throughout the year
Infrastructure is a priority re municipalities
Need representation as a Leeds-Grenville UCLG identity
There is not a collective will to do things together
We have a history of independent communities that may distrust one another
Need to understand the consequences of economic development not just the
actions
Railway and post offices are closing
Rural cohesion is dying
Communities won’t cooperate unless there are benefits
Legislation is causing major changes in governance over the last 5-10 years
Downloading is a major issue for these smaller areas
Common visions need to be addressed: how about a summer get-together
(barbecue) to join all the communities?
Change the highway signage to include “Greater Brockville Area” and post a
larger population to read 60,000
UCLG needs to do networking on a macro-level; need to deliver the individual
programs
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Steering Committee of the study needs to understand the issues
Perhaps each objective in the study could be listed by level of effort needed,
dollar amount and the benefits
Need to recognize Valley Heartland CDC
We have 3 CDC’s for 1 UCLG – need to merge into 1 CDC
Need to create partnerships between companies/relationships and
info/communication to help the smaller businesses, support from within
Recognize our target markets
Need better legal services/accounting services
Commitment needed from the politicians
Recommendation to bring together all the politicians in the UCLG to listen to an
open community forum/view
Who are the champions of the area?
Lack of telecommunications is proven in the slower computer education of the
UCLG children who are behind their counterparts in other communities in
Ontario.
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